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Abstract

Asset pricing modeling is a wide range area of research in Financial Engi-
neering. In this thesis, which consists of an introduction, three papers and
appendices; we deal with asset pricing models with stochastic volatility. Here
stochastic volatility modeling includes diffusion models and regime-switching
models. Stochastic volatility models appear as a response to the weakness of
the constant volatility models. In Paper A , we present a survey on popular
diffusion models where the volatility is itself a random process. We discuss
the techniques of pricing European options under each model. Comparing
single factor stochastic volatility models to constant factor volatility mod-
els, it seems evident that the stochastic volatility models represent nicely
the movement of the asset price and its relations with changes in the risk.
However, these models fail to explain the large independent fluctuations in
the volatility levels and slope. We introduce a variation of Chiarella and
Ziveyi model [10], which is a subclass of the model presented in Christof-
fersen et al. [11] and we use the first-order asymptotic expansion method
for determining European option price in such model. Multiscale stochas-
tic volatilities models can capture the smile and skew of volatilities and
therefore describe more accurately the movements of the trading prices. In
paper B , we present an asymptotic expansion for the option price, we also
provide experimental and numerical studies on investigating the accuracy of
the approximation formulae given by this asymptotic expansion. We present
also a procedure for calibrating the parameters produced by our first-order
asymptotic approximation formulae. The approximated option prices are
compared to the approximation obtained by Chiarella and Ziveyi [10]. In
paper C , we implement and analyze the Regime-Switching GARCH model
using real NordPool Electricity spot data. We allow the model parame-
ters to switch between a regular regime and a non-regular regime, which
is justified by the so-called structural break behaviour of electricity price
series. In splitting the two regimes we consider three criteria, namely the
intercountry price difference criterion, the capacity/flow difference criterion
and the spikes-in-Finland criterion. We study the correlation relationships
among these criteria using the mean-square contingency coefficient and the
co-occurrence measure. We also estimate our model parameters and present
empirical validity of the model.
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Asset Pricing Models with Stochastic Volatility

Sammanfattning

Modellering för prissättning av tillg̊angar är ett brett forskningsomr̊ade
inom Finansmatematik. I denna avhandling som best̊ar av en introduk-
tion, tre artiklar samt appendix, undersöker vi stokastiska volatilitetsmod-
eller inklusive diffusionsmodeller och regim-växlande modeller. Stokastiska
volatilitetsmodeller har utvecklats p̊a grund av svagheter i modeller med
konstant volatilitet. I artikel A , ger vi en översikt av olika modeller där
volatiliteten själv är en stokastisk process. För varje modell presenterar vi
metoder för att prissätta europeiska optioner. Genom att jämföra en-faktors
stokastiska volatilitetsmodeller med modeller med konstanta volatilitet s̊a
verkar det som om de stokastiska volatilitetsmodellerna p̊a ett bra sätt rep-
resenterar förändringarna i pris för tillg̊angarna och dess kopplingar till
förändringar i riskniv̊a. Dock s̊a misslyckas dessa modeller med att färk-
lara de stora oberoende variationerna i volatilitetsniv̊a och lutning. Vi in-
troducerar en variant av en modell skapad av Chiarella och Ziveyi [10],
som är en underklass av de modeller som beskrivs i Christoffersen et al.
[11] och vi använder en asymptotisk utvecklingsmetod av första ordnin-
gen för att bestämma priset p̊a europeiska optioner. Flerskaliga stokastiska
volatilitetsmodeller kan beskriva volatilitetsleendet och volatilitetsskevheten
och därmed beskriva förändringarna hos priset med högre noggrannhet. I ar-
tikel B , presenterar vi en asymptotisk utveckling för optionspriset. Vi utför
experimentella och numeriska undersökningar av noggrannheten hos de ap-
proximationsformler som denna asymptotiska utveckling ger. Vi beskriver
ocks̊a en metod för att kalibrera parametrarna i formlerna för asymptotisk
utveckling av första ordningen. V̊ara approximerade optionspriser kommer
att jämföras med approximation som ges av Chiarelli och Ziveyi [10]. I ar-
tikel C implementerar och analyserar vi den regim-växlande GARCH mod-
ellen med uppmätta data fr̊an NordPool Electricity. Vi till̊ater att mod-
ellparametrar växlar mellan en reguljär- och en icke-reguljär regim, vilket
motiveras av den s̊a kallade strukturella brytningsegenskapen hos series med
elektricitetspriser. Vid uppdelningen av de tv̊a regimerna s̊a beaktar vi
tre kriterier, nämligen kriteriet för prisvariationer inom landet, kriteriet för
skillnader i kapacitet/flöde och toppar-i-Finland kriteriet. Vi undersöker ko-
rrelationförh̊allandena mellan dessa kriterier med hjälp av medel-kvadrats
eventualitetskoefficienten och samförekomst måttet. Vi uppskattar ocks̊a
parametrar för v̊ar modell och presenterar den empiriska giltigheten för
modellen.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Naturally prices of one specified asset changes depending on different reasons. Fi-
nancial engineers are interested in the way these changes occur. They try to design
different mathematical models which can help to determine the optimal selling or
buying price for a given asset. They also study different models which can forecast
the price’s behaviour minimizing risk and maximizing profits/returns.

In this thesis we are interested in volatility through stochastic volatility mod-
els and also a Markov regime-switching model , exploring the European option
price under stochastic volatility models, multiscale stochastic volatility and elec-
tricity prices under regime-switching model; theories which are discussed in three
different papers. This introduction of the thesis presents the main previous re-
search and contributions of the three. We do this in the following way. We split
this into five main paragraphs and in the fourth paper, we present some important
appendices.

1 Preliminaries

When looking at the asset prices in real markets, the Black–Scholes model intro-
duced in the seminal paper [5] and in many other works [8], [28], [49] , presents
an inconsistent with reality assumption when assuming that the volatility is con-
stant [1], [17], [28]. Therefore, stochastic volatility [3], [19], [30] has been a ground
for subsequent research in order to handle that incosistency. Different stochastic
volatility models [40] have been introduced and as a survey we present different
techniques of pricing European options. Multiscale stochastic volatility models [9],
[10], [11], [16], [20], [21] are experimentally revised where we study the accuracy
of approximation formulas. We do this by calibrating model parameters [16] and
pricing European options through asymptotic expansion [9], [39] and by compar-
ing to the real market. Electricity prices behaviour of structural break [37] is also
analysed using a Markov-Regime-Switching GARCH model [41]. NordPool Spot

11
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Asset Pricing Models with Stochastic Volatility

[45] Prices are used in order to understand this behaviour which characterizes some
commodities prices.

1.1 Stochastic Processes

Stock prices, interest rates, foreign exchange rates and commodity prices evolve in
a stochastic way [31] which means that they are not predictable easily. Mathemat-
ically, to deal with them we have recourse to stochastic processes.

We call a stochastic process or a random process any family composed by ran-
dom variables {S(t); t ∈ T } or ({St} for short) parameterized by time t ∈ T [36].
For a random variable St, we know how to compute the probability that its value
belongs to some subset of R, even if we don’t know exactly which value it will take
in the future.

Considering a probability space (Ω,F ,P), a random variable St, is a measurable
function St : Ω −→ R. We denote a stochastic process by

{St : t ∈ T }

and the value of the random variable St at a certain ω ∈ Ω by St(ω) where
T = {0, 1, 2, 3, · · · , T} is a totally ordered index set depending on time with T < ∞
and t = 0 represents the current time in this thesis. In Fig. 1, we give an example
of a path of a stochastic process made by 300 simulated daily changes in price.

Definition 1. Filtration

Let us denote the information about security prices available in the market
at time t by Ft. For example, Ft is the smallest σ-field containing {S(u);u =
0, 1, . . . , t}. However, Ft can include any information as far as the time-t security
prices can be known based on the information and

F0 ⊆ F1 ⊆ . . .FT ⊆ F . (1)

Here, the two σ-fields G and H are ordered as G ⊆ H if and only if A ∈ G implies
A ∈ H. The sequence of information {Ft; t = 0, 1, . . . , T} (or {Ft} for short) satis-
fying (1) is called a filtration [36].

A stochastic process St on the same time set T is said to be adapted to the filtration
if,

∀t ∈ T , St is Ft-measurable.

12
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Definition 2. Standard Brownian Motion

A Standard Brownian Motion (SBM) called also a Wiener Process (WP) is a family
of random variables {Wt|t ≥ 0} on a probability space (Ω,F ,P) such that:

1. W0 = 0 with probability 1.

2. Wt−Ws is normally distributed with mean 0 and variance t−s for 0 ≤ s < t.

3. The increments Wt1 −Wt0 , Wt2 −Wt1 , · · · ,Wtn −Wtn−1 are independent
random variables for 0 ≤ t1 < t2 < · · · < tn.

4. ∀ω ∈ Ω , the function t �−→ Wt(ω) is continuous with probability 1.

In Fig. 2, we present examples of 10 simulated paths of standard Brownian motion.

Definition 3. Martingale

• Given a filtration {Ft : t ∈ T} and an integrable stochastic process {St : t ∈
T}, the collection {(St,Ft) : t ∈ T} is called a martingale if:

1. {St : t ∈ T} is adapted to {Ft : t ∈ T},
2. E|St| < ∞ for all t ∈ T , and

13
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3. The increments Wt1 −Wt0 , Wt2 −Wt1 , · · · ,Wtn −Wtn−1 are independent
random variables for 0 ≤ t1 < t2 < · · · < tn.

4. ∀ω ∈ Ω , the function t �−→ Wt(ω) is continuous with probability 1.

In Fig. 2, we present examples of 10 simulated paths of standard Brownian motion.

Definition 3. Martingale

• Given a filtration {Ft : t ∈ T} and an integrable stochastic process {St : t ∈
T}, the collection {(St,Ft) : t ∈ T} is called a martingale if:

1. {St : t ∈ T} is adapted to {Ft : t ∈ T},
2. E|St| < ∞ for all t ∈ T , and
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Figure 2: Examples of 10 paths Standard Brownian Motions
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3. for all 1 ≤ t ≤ t0 with t0 ≤ ∞,

E(St+1|Ft) = St. (2)

• The collection {(St,Ft) : t ∈ T} is called a sub-martingale if

E(St+1|Ft) ≥ St (3)

and a super-martingale if

E(St+1|Ft) ≤ St (4)

for 1 ≤ t ≤ t0 with t0 ≤ ∞.

• The Standard Brownian Motion is an example of a martingale.

Definition 4. Risk-Neutral Probability Measure

Given a probability space (Ω,F ,P) with filtration {Ft; t = 0, 1, . . . , T}, a probability
measure Q is said to be risk-neutral if

• Q is equivalent to P, that is P(A) > 0 ⇐⇒ Q(A) > 0 ∀ A ∈ F , and
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• Equation

EQ
t [S∗

i (t+ 1) + d∗i (t+ 1)] = S∗
i (t), t = 0, 1, . . . , T−1; i = 1, 2, . . . , n (5)

holds for all i and t with S0(t) = B(t), the money-market account [36].

If, in particular, the securities pay no dividends, then from (5) the denominated
price processes {S∗

i (t)}, where S∗
i (t) = Si(t)/B(t), are martingales under Q. By this

reason, the risk-neutral probability measure is often called a martingale measure
[36].

1.2 Option Pricing

In order to determine whether the prices will go down or up in the future, many
tools have been introduced. In our papers A and B , we are interested in option
pricing models [21]. Volatility is one of the ingredients often used when dealing
with options prices, and that is why we are in the papers A , B and C interested
in it.

Options have two types, namely call option and put option. A Call/Put op-
tion is any financial contract between two parties where its holder has the right but
not the obligation to either buy/sell the underlying asset at a given price known
as strike/exercise price and also within a mentioned period or date which depends
on the nature of the option.

• A call option gives the right to buy at an agreed price and here the buyer is
interested if the price goes up in the future.

• A put option gives the right to sell at an agreed price and here the buyer
wishes that the price goes down in the future.

Payoff functions

We will denote the strike price by K and the maturity date by T . In this thesis,
we will be interested especially in European options.

Definition 5. European Call and Put Options

• For an European Call Option, considering ST as the price of the underlying
asset at expiration/maturity, the value of this contact is given by the following
payoff function:

h(ST ) = (ST −K)+ =

{
ST −K if ST > K,

0 if ST ≤ K
(6)

The holder will exercise this option once the first case happens and will make
a profit of ST −K by buying the stock for K and selling it at ST .
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Figure 3: Option Pricing Payoff Functions
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• For an European Put Option, the payoff function is as follows:

h(ST ) = (K − ST )
+ =

{
K − ST if ST < K,

0 if ST ≥ K
(7)

The holder can exercise this put option only for the first case if he is interested
in the profit of K − ST .

In Fig. 3, we present examples of payoff functions with K = 2 for purchased or
written calls and puts. The terms purchased and written are respectively referred
to buying and selling an option. We remark that these European-style derivatives
are path-independent because the payoff functions h(ST ) are only functions of the
value of the stock price at maturity time T .

At time t ≤ T this contract has a value, known as the derivative price, which
will vary with t and the observed stock price St. This option price at time t and
for a stock price St = s is denoted by P (t, s). The problem of derivative pricing is
determining this pricing function. Perhaps the simplest way to price such a deriva-
tive is as the expected value of its discounted payoff under risk-neutral probability
measure. The option price at time t = 0 would be [21]

P (0, s) = EQ {
e−rTh(ST )

}
= EQ

{
e−rTh

(
se(µ−

σ2

2 )T+σWT

)}
(8)
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where S0 = s and the stock price obeys the process in equation (13).

Other types of options exist such as American or exotic [7] but in this thesis,
we deal only with European options. An American option is a contract in which
the holder decides whether to exercise the option or not at any time of his choice
before the option’s expiration date T . The time τ at which the option is exercised
is called the exercise time. Because the market cannot be anticipated, the holder
of the option has to decide to exercise or not at time t ≤ T with information up to
time t contained in the σ-algebra Ft. In other words, τ which is called a stopping
time with respect to the filtration F is a random time such that the event {τ ≤ t}
belongs to Ft for any t ≤ T .

For an American call option and put option, the payoffs are respectively

h(Sτ ) = (Sτ −K)+; τ ≤ T (9)

and
h(Sτ ) = (K − Sτ )

+; K > Sτ (10)

As in case of European derivatives, an intuitive way to price an American derivative
at time t = 0 is to maximize the expected value of the discounted payoff over all
the stopping times τ ≤ T :

P (0, s) = sup
τ≤T

EQ {
e−rτh(Sτ )

}
(11)

Again, this price leads in general to an opportunity for arbitrage and therefore
cannot be the fair price of the derivative [21].

1.3 Differential Equations

Considering a risk-free asset such as a bond with price Bt at time t. It can be
described by the ordinary differential equation

dBt = rBtdt (12)

where r > 0 is the instantaneous interest rate for lending or borrowing money and
for t ≥ 0 we have Bt = B0e

rt.

For a risky asset like stock or stock index, the price St in the Black-Scholes model
evolves according to the stochastic differential equation

dSt = µStdt+ σStdWt (13)

where µ is a constant mean return rate, σ > 0 is a constant variance/volatility and
(Wt)t≥0 is a standard Brownian motion.

If we consider an European put option price Pt with strike price K and (13) then
we can say that its price is given by

Pt = e−r(T−t)EQ(K − ST )
+. (14)
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Figure 3: Option Pricing Payoff Functions
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Definition 6. Markov Process

A Markov process is a stochastic process characterized by the Markov property
(15) that the distribution of the future process depends only on the current state,
not on the whole history [36].

P(St = st|St−1 = st−1, . . . , S0 = s0) = P(St = st|St−1 = st−1). (15)

Since St is a Markov process given in (13), under the Black-Scholes model there
exists what is known as pricing function Pt = P (St, t) for European put option,
which solves the partial differential equation:

∂P

∂t
+

σ2S2

2

∂2P

∂S2
+ rS

∂P

∂S
− rP = 0 (16)

which is a case of the Black–Scholes partial differential equation with

P (0, t) = 0 ; P (S, t) = h(St) ; P (S, T ) = (K − ST )
+

as boundary conditions.
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2 Black-Scholes model for asset evolution and op-
tion pricing

2.1 Volatility

The change of opinions of the market players is influenced by the new information
in the market and this affects the price of the stock changes and also the volatility
of the stock. Volatility of a stock is a measure of uncertainty about the returns
for the stock. It is often computed as the sample standard deviation from a set of
observations such as returns of an asset and this is called the historical volatility. In
practice, traders are mainily interested in historical volatility and another type
of volatility called implied volatility.

2.2 Historical Volatility

Let St be the stock price at the end of t:th time interval, with t = 1, 2, . . . , T . The
logarithmic return or continously compounded return ut is defined as

ut = ln

(
St

St−1

)
(17)

and its corresponding sample standard deviation given by

s =

√√√√ 1

T − 1

T∑

t=1

(ut − ū)2 (18)

is the historical/statistical volatility, where

ū =
1

T

T∑

t=1

ut (19)

is the sample mean. With τ the length of time interval in years, the variable σ can
be estimated as

σ̂ =
s√
τ

(20)

2.3 Black-Scholes Option Pricing Model

The Black-Scholes Formula has been introduced in the early 1970’s in [5] for the
purpose of pricing an European option on a given stock which does not pay any
dividend before the exercise/strike price, and other related custom derivatives by
Fischer Black, Myron Scholes and Robert Merton. For this model, some assump-
tions have been stated.
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Assumptions behind the Black-Scholes model

The Black-Scholes model assumes that [49]:

• we are dealing only with European options;

• the variance of the return is constant over the life of the option contract and is
known to market participants, this is the constant volatility (σ) assumption;

• there are no commissions and transactions costs which means all the infor-
mation is available to all without any cost in buying or selling the asset or
the option;

• as in the real world, the probability distribution of stock logarithmic returns
is normal;

• the underlying stocks do not pay dividends during the option’s life;

• the short-term interest rate (r) which is used by market participants when
borrowing or lending is known and constant;

• the markets are efficient which means all market players have equal access to
available information and we cannot consistently predict the direction of the
market or an individual stock;

• markets are perfectly liquid and it is possiblet to buy/sell any amount of
stock or options or their fractions at any given time.

Consider European options. Let C be the theoretical call value, St the current stock
price, N(di); i = 1, 2 the cumulative distribution function of a standard normal
random variable, T the expiration date, t the current date, K the option strike
price, r is the annual risk-free interest rate and σ is the stock volatility; under a
risk-neutral probability measure Q and with h(ST ) the payoff of European option,
the value of an European option is

C = e−rTEQ[h(T )] (21)

thus we can affirm that the value of a European call option is given by

C = e−rTEQ[max(ST −K, 0)]. (22)

Introducing the characheristic function I{ST≥K} , we therefore have the equality:

C = e−rTEQ[(ST −K)I{ST≥K}] (23)

=⇒ C = e−rTEQ[ST I{ST≥K} −KI{ST≥K}] (24)

The strike price being a constant and EQ[I{ST≥K}] = P[ST ≥ K ], we can write

=⇒ C = e−rTEQ[ST I{ST≥K}]−Ke−rTEQ[I{ST≥K}] (25)
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For St that follows dSt = St(rdt+ σdWt) with ST = S0 exp
[
(r − σ2

2 )T + σWT

]
as

its solution, a call option is in-the-money at maturity if

S0 exp

[
(r − σ2

2
)T + σWT

]
≥ K. (26)

We can re-write (26) as:

WT ≥ 1

σ

[
ln(

K

S0
)− (r − σ2

2
)T

]
. (27)

Thus ST ≥ K. BecauseWT follows a normal law with variance T , the event ST ≥ K
is equivalent to

U ≥ 1

σ
√
T

[
ln(

K

S0
)− (r − σ2

2
)T

]
. (28)

Therefore,

P [ST ≥ K] = P
[
U ≥ 1

σ
√
T

[
ln(

K

S0
)− (r − σ2

2
)T

]]
(29)

=⇒ P [ST ≥ K] = 1− P
[
U ≤ 1

σ
√
T

[
ln(

K

S0
)− (r − σ2

2
)T

]]
(30)

=⇒ P [ST ≥ K] = 1−N

[
1

σ
√
T

[
ln(

K

S0
)− (r − σ2

2
)T

]]
(31)

=⇒ P [ST ≥ K] = N

[
− 1

σ
√
T

[
ln(

K

S0
)− (r − σ2

2
)T

]]

=⇒ P [ST ≥ K] = N

[
1

σ
√
T

[
ln(

S0

K
) + (r − σ2

2
)T

]]

=⇒ P [ST ≥ K] = N(d2) (32)

and finally
Ke−rTP[ST ≥ K] = Ke−rTN(d2). (33)

Therefore, the price of the European call option CBS given by the Black-Scholes-
Merton model is given by:

CBS = StN(d1)−Ke−r(T−t)N(d2), (34)

d1 =
ln
(
St

K

)
+
(
r + σ2

2

)
(T − t)

σ
√
(T − t)

,

d2 =
ln
(
St

K

)
+
(
r − σ2

2

)
T

σ
√
T

= d1 − σ
√
(T − t).
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≥ K. (26)
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K
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2
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√
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√
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√
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Similary, we can obtain for an European put option PBS the following formula:

PBS = −StN(−d1) +Ke−r(T−t)N(−d2) (35)

Among the different variables involved in derivative securities pricing, volatility is
the most important and the most needed to be forecasted. Volatility can be taken as
an input, here we consider it as historical/statistical volatility or it can be taken as
an output when we talk about implied volatility. For example, it is very important
to know the implied volatility when you are trading options because in a different
case, you are trading blindly. The prices given in (34) and (35) can be transformed
into partial differential equations similar to (16).

2.4 Implied Volatility

In an option pricing model, implied volatility is one of the six involved inputs. It
is the only one which is not observable directly in the market itself and can only
be determined by knowing the other five variables and solving for it using a model.
In this case, it is an output as we mentioned before. Implied volatility I can be
obtained by solving the following equation:

CObs(T,K) = C(I, T,K), (36)

where T is the maturity, K the strike price, CObs(T,K) the observed price of
an European option and C(σ, T,K) the theoretical Black-Scholes price of the call
option [3]. It is clear that the implied volatility is a function of T and K and
the observed option price. It is the volatility to be inserted into the Black-Scholes
formula in (34) in order to obtain the observed market price of the option with r,
t and St still being fixed.

2.5 The Greeks

In financial engineering, especially in risk management, it is important to measure
the sensitivity of the price of derivatives such as options to a change in underlying
parameters such as the spot price or the volatility. The partial derivatives with
respect to those parameters are quantities known as Greeks. These quantities are
easy to compute in the Black-Scholes model. Greeks can be characterized based on
the orders of derivatives: first order derivatives, second order derivative and third
order derivatives.

Delta

Delta is the option’s sensitivity to small changes in the underlying asset price

∆BS =
∂CBS

∂s
= N(d1). (37)

The behavior of Delta: As a call option gets deep-in-the-money, N(di) approaches
1, but it never exceeds 1 (since it is a cumulative distribution function).
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Gamma

Gamma is the delta’s sensitivity to small changes in the underlying asset price, that
is why the second derivative in the formula (38). Gamma is the same for both put
and call options. It measures the change in delta for a one-unit change in the price
of the underlying asset price. This is because of the unstable nature of delta which
can cause huge losses for investors especially on short positions.

ΓBS =
∂2CBS

∂s2
=

∂∆BS

∂s
=

e−d2
1/2

sσ
√
2π(T − t)

. (38)

Vega

This is the sensitivity to the volatility level and it is represented by the first deriva-
tive of the option value with respect to the volatility of an underlying asset. Vega
measures how sensitive the volatility is in an option and it is also identical for put
and call options

VBS =
∂CBS

∂σ
=

se−d2
1/2

√
T−t

√
2π

. (39)

Theta

This is the sensitivity with respect to time to maturity T − t. Theta is usually
negative for an option

θ =
∂CBS

∂t
= −SN(d1)σ

2
√
(τ)

− rKerτN(d2). (40)

Theta is also known as the time decay factor normally written as

Θ = V (t+ d)− V (t) (41)

where d is referred to as the day count parameter usually equal to one, V (t + d)
the value of the option tomorrow and V (t) the value for today.

Rho

The sensitivity with respect to short rate r is named the Rho. It is given by the
relation

ρ =
∂CBS

∂ρ
= Kτe−rτN(d2). (42)

There are other greeks which are not used in this thesis and which take orders

higher than one such as charm −∂∆BS

∂t = −∂2CBS

∂s∂t , speed ∂ΓBS

∂s = ∂3∂CBS

∂s3 , colour
∂ΓBS

∂t = ∂3∂CBS

∂s2∂t and so on [15].
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3 Stochastic volatility models

In empirical research, after discovering the inconsistency of assuming a constant
volatility within Black-Scholes approach, stochastic volatility models have been
introduced and became more popular for hedging and for pricing options and similar
securities.

3.1 Stochastic Volatility Models

In the class of stochastic volatility models [44], under any martingale measure
P the stock price is modelled as

dSt = µStdt+ σtStdW
i
t , (43)

σt the stochastic volatility or the instantaneous volatility or the spot volatility is
itself a stochastic process and satisfies

dσt = a(σt, t)dt+ b(σt, t)dW
j
t , (44)

where W i
t and W j

t are standard one-dimensional Brownian motions defined on a
probability space (Ω,F ,P) with the covariance satisfying d(W i

t ,W
j
t ) = ρijdt for

some constant ρij ∈ [−1, 1].

The integrands a(σt, t) and b(σt, t) are typically determined by a set of model
parameters which are obtained via calibration. These stochastic volatility models
can handle some issues including price European options efficiently and accurately
to be able to calibrate. This issue is one of the interests in this thesis.
Briefly, the idea behind these models is that, we introduce more randomness be-
yond the Brownian motion driving the stock price. In a sense the models where
the volatility is state-dependent is also stochastic, but for a model to be called a
stochastic volatility model, we have to introduce additional randomness [3].

Heston [30] has introduced the most popular among stochastic volatility models.
In Fig. 5, we show an example of simulated asset prices using Heston stochastic
volatility [55]. In this model, the stock is modelled as

dSt = µStdt+
√
νtStdW

S
t (45)

where

dνt = κ(θ − νt)dt+ ξ
√
νtdW

ν
t (46)

is a square-root process and the parameters are κ the rate of mean reversion, θ = σ0

the long run average volatility, as t → ∞, the expected value of νt → θ, µ the rate
of return of the asset and ξ the volatility of volatilities. If these parameters verify
the Feller condition (i.e. 2κθ > ξ2) then the process νt is strictly positive.
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Figure 4: Example of an Implied Volatility Smile
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3.2 Pricing and Hedging in Stochastic Volatility Models

In Paper A , we deal with stochastic volatility models which appear in order to
handle the weakness of constant volatility models. In different discussed models,
we observe that they represent better the movement of asset prices and its relations
with changes in the risk but they fail to explain the large independent fluctuations
in the volatility levels and slope. Using the Black-Scholes option pricing model,
we can compute the volatility of the underlying asset by plugging in the market
prices for the options. Theoretically, for options with the same expiration date,
we expect the implied volatility to be the same regardless of which strike price we
use. However, in reality, the implied volatility we get is different across the various
strikes. This disparity is known as the volatility skew [56]. If you plot the implied
volatilities against the strike prices, you might get the following U-shaped curve
Fig. 4 resembling a smile. Hence, this particular volatility skew pattern is better
known as the volatility smile. The volatility smile skew pattern is commonly seen
in near-term equity options and options in the Forex market.

3.3 Implied Volatility Smiles

Volatility smiles tell us that demand is greater for options that are in-the-money or
out-of-the-money. A more common skew pattern is the reverse skew or volatility
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3.2 Pricing and Hedging in Stochastic Volatility Models

In Paper A , we deal with stochastic volatility models which appear in order to
handle the weakness of constant volatility models. In different discussed models,
we observe that they represent better the movement of asset prices and its relations
with changes in the risk but they fail to explain the large independent fluctuations
in the volatility levels and slope. Using the Black-Scholes option pricing model,
we can compute the volatility of the underlying asset by plugging in the market
prices for the options. Theoretically, for options with the same expiration date,
we expect the implied volatility to be the same regardless of which strike price we
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strikes. This disparity is known as the volatility skew [56]. If you plot the implied
volatilities against the strike prices, you might get the following U-shaped curve
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Figure 5: Stochastic Volatility Example

smirk. The reverse skew pattern typically appears for longer term equity options
and index options. In the reverse skew pattern, the implied volatility for options at
the lower strikes are higher than the implied volatility at higher strikes. The reverse
skew pattern suggests that in-the-money calls and out-of-the-money puts are more
expensive compared to out-of-the-money calls and in-the-money puts. In Paper
A , also implied volatility smiles are given for some models. Another interesting
reason that implied volatility is a particularly useful measure of the performance of
a stochastic volatility model is that implied volatility is often a function of a Eu-
ropean option contract’s moneyness, the ratio K

S of its strike price to the current
stock price [21].

The other variant of the volatility smirk is the forward skew. In the forward skew
pattern, the implied volatility for options at the lower strikes are lower than the
implied volatility at higher strikes. This suggests that out-of-the-money calls and
in-the-money puts are in greater demand compared to in-the-money calls and out-
of-the-money puts.
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4 Multiscale stochastic volatility models

Single-factor stochastic volatility models cannot explain largely the relationship be-
tween the volatility level and the slope of the smirk even if they are helpful in gen-
erating the smiles and smirks. Using a two-factor stochastic volatility model in [11],
Christoffersen at al. have found that the model improves the single-factor model
in term structure dimension as well as in the moneyness dimension. They have
shown that the two-factor model allows for more flexibility in modeling conditional
skewness and kurtosis for given levels of conditional variance, which is consistent
with the finding that the slope of the smirk evolves largely independently from the
level of the volatility [11].

4.1 Multiscale Stochastic Volatility Models

Christoffersen et al. introduced in [11] a two-factor model below

dS = µSdt+
√
v1SdZ1 +

√
v2SdZ2, (47)

dv1 = κ1(θ1 − v1)dt+ σ1
√
v1dZ3, (48)

dv2 = κ2(θ2 − v2)dt+ σ2
√
v2dZ4, (49)

where µ is the instantaneous return per unit time of the underlying asset, θ1 and
θ2 are respectively the long-run means of v1 and v2, κ1 and κ2 are the speeds of
mean-reversion, while σ1 and σ2 are the instanteneous volatilities of v1 and v2 per
unit time respectively. The processes, Z1, Z2, Z3 and Z4 are correlated Wiener
processes with a special correlation structure such that

EQ(dZ1dZ3) = ρ13dt, EQ(dZ2dZ4) = ρ24dt

and all other correlations are zero. Chiarella and Ziveyi transformed in [10] the
previous multiscale model into the following system

dS = µSdt+
√
v1SdW

1 +
√
v2SdW

2, (50)

dv1 = κ1(θ1 − v1)dt+ ρ13σ1
√
v1dW

1 +
√
1− ρ213σ1

√
v1dW

3, (51)

dv2 = κ2(θ2 − v2)dt+ ρ24σ2
√
v2dW

2 +
√
1− ρ224σ2

√
v2dW

4. (52)

The model studied in paper B , is a variant of the model above. Another multiscale
stochastic volatility model given by

dSt = µStdt+ σtStdW
(0)
t ; σt = f(Yt, Zt, · · · ) (53)

dYt = α(Yt)dt+ β(Yt)dW
(1)
t (54)

dZt = c(Zt)dt+ g(Zt)dW
(2)
t (55)

· · · · · · · · · · · · .
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Figure 5: Stochastic Volatility Example
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and discussed in [18], [20], [21], [22] groups an efficient way to capture the principle
effects on derivative pricing and portfolio optimization of randomly varying volati-
lity.

Volatility factors can be differentiated by their time scales and the separation of
time scales gives: ε � T � 1/δ. For σt = f(Yt, Zt), Yt is fast mean-reverting:

dYt =
1

ε
α(Yt)dt+

1√
ε
β(Yt)dW

(1)
t , 0 < ε � 1 (56)

and Zt is slow varying

dZt = δc(Zt)dt+
√
δg(Zt)dW

(2)
t , 0 < δ � 1. (57)

Taking the model by Fouque et al. [20] as an example, the pricing partial differential
equation can be derived as follows. Under the risk-neutral measure Q chosen by

dSt = µStdt+ f(Yt, Zt)StW
(0)
t (58)

dYt =

(
1

ε
α(Yt)−

1√
ε
β(Yt)Λ(Yt, Zt)

)
dt+

1√
ε
β(Yt)dW

(1)
t ,

d〈W (0),W (1)〉t = ρ1dt

dZt =
(
δc(Z(t)−

√
δg(Zt)Γ(Yt, Zt)

)
dt+

√
δg(Zt)dW

(2)
t ,

d〈W (0),W (2)〉t = ρ2dt

the market prices of volatility risk are Λ and Γ.
The pricing equation in this case becomes:

P ε,δ(t, s, y, z) = EQ{e−r(T−t)h(ST )|St = s, Yt = y, Zt = z}, (59)

where
(
1

ε
LY − 1√

ε
Lρ1,Λ + L+

√
δLρ2,Γ + δLZ +

√
δ

ε
Lρ12

)
P ε,δ = 0,

P ε,δ(T, s, y, z) = h(s)

with the partial differential operator

L = LBS(f(y, z)) =
∂

∂t
+

1

2
f2(y, z)s2

∂2

∂s2
+ µ

(
s
∂

∂s
− .

)

according to Feynman-Kac theorem [20].
Equation (59) presents the solution of the parabolic partial differential equation
with a final condition:

Lε,δP ε,δ = 0 , P ε,δ(T, s, y, z) = h(s).
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4.2 Asymptotic expansion

Definition 7.

A sequence of functions ϕn : R \ {0} → R , where n = 0, 1, 2, · · · , is an
asymptotic sequence as x → 0 if

lim
x→∞

ϕn+1(x)

ϕn(x)
= 0

or for each n = 0, 1, 2, · · · we have

ϕn+1 = o(ϕn) as x → 0.

We call ϕn a gauge function. If {ϕn} is an asymptotic sequence and f : R\{0} → R
is a function, we write

f(x) ∼
∞∑

n=0

anϕn(x) as x → 0 (60)

if for each N = 0, 1, 2, · · · we have

f(x)−
N∑

n=0

anϕn(x) = o(ϕN ) as x → 0.

We call (60) the asymptotic expansion of f with respect to {ϕn} as x → 0.
An asymptotic expansion describes the asymptotic behavior of a function in terms
of a sequence of gauge functions. This method of asympotic expansion or the per-
turbation method, is applied when we are finding the solution to a mathematical
problem which cannot be solved exactly, by starting from the exact solution of a
related problem [33], [39].

Considering an expansion

P ε,δ =
∑

i,j

εi/2δj/2 = P0 +
√
εP1,0 +

√
δP0,1 + · · · (61)

LBS(σ̄(z))P0 = 0 ; P0(T, s) = h(s)

P0 = PBS(σ̄(z)) computed at volatility σ̄(z). P0 is independent of y and z is a
parameter.

4.3 Regular-Singular Perturbations

Solutions of differential equations by the use on perturbation theory depend often on
time scales. Two broad classes namely layer problems and multiple-scale problems
explain these kind of solutions or problems. In paper B , we present an asymptotic
expansion for the option price. Consider a problem

P ε(x) = 0 (62)
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and discussed in [18], [20], [21], [22] groups an efficient way to capture the principle
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δg(Zt)dW

(2)
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√
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dt+
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depending on a small, real-valued parameter ε that simplifies in some way when
ε = 0 (for example, it is linear or solvable). The first goal of perturbation theory
is to construct a formal asymptotic solution of (62) that satisfies the equation up
to small error. The aim of perturbation theory is to determine the behavior of the
solution x = xε of (62) as ε −→ 0. The use of a small paramater here is simply
for definiteness; for example, a problem depending on a large paramater ω can
be written as one depending on a small parameter ε = 1

ω . For example, for each
N ∈ N, we may be able to find an asymptotic solution xε

N such that

P ε(xε
N ) = O(εN+1), (63)

where O(εn) denotes a term of the order εn. Once we have constructed such an
asymptotic solution, we would like to know that there is an exact solution x = xε of
(62) that is close to the asymptotic solution when ε is small, for example, a solution
such that

xε = xε
N +O(εN+1). (64)

This is the case if a small error in the equation leads to a small error in the solution.
For example, we can establish such a result if we have a stability estimate of the
form

|x− y| ≤ C|P ε(x)− P ε(y)| (65)

where C is a constant independent of ε, and |.| denotes approximate norms. Such
an estimate depends on the properties of P ε and may be difficult to obtain, espe-
cially for nonlinear problems.

The distinction is:

• A regular perturbation problem is one for which the perturbed problem for
small, nonzero values of ε is qualitatively the same as the unperturbed prob-
lem for ε = 0. One typically obtains a convergent expansion of the solution
with respect to ε, consisting of the unperturbed solution and higher-order
corrections.

• A singular perturbation problem is one for which the perturbed problem
is qualitatively different from the unperturbed problem. One typically ob-
tains an asymptotic, but possibly divergent, expansion of the solution, which
depends singularly on the parameter ε. Although singular perturbation prob-
lems may appear atypical, they are the most interesting problems to study
because they allow one to understand qualitatively new phenomena [33].
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5 Markov Regime-Switching model for asset price

Practitioners know that many asset price series and economic time series have
episodes where the behavior of a series in terms of its mean value or its volatility
can change unexpectedly at a certain time compared to its previous behaviour. This
phenomenon is termed regime switch or regime shift. In stochastic volatility models
the conditional volatility is a stochastic process while in generalized autoregressive
conditional heteroscedasticity models known as GARCH models, the conditional
volatility is a deterministic function of past quantities. In paperC , we are interested
in a Markov regime-switching GARCH model.

Definition 8. GARCH(p, q) Model

For a given variable ut, t = 1, · · · , T , the variance can be given by

σ2
n =

1

T

T∑

t=1

u2
n−t

if the mean value ū is assumed to be zero. If we want to estimate the current level
of the standard deviation σn, we need to give more weight to recent data. A model
that does this is

σ2
n =

T∑

t=1

αtu
2
n−t. (66)

The positive variable αt is the amount of weight given to the observation t days
ago and satisfies the unity sum so that

T∑

t=1

αt = 1

and αs < αt when s > t. When extending the idea presented in the wheighting
scheme (66) we want to assume that there is a long-run average variance rate and
that this should be given some weight. This leads to the model that takes the form

σ2
n = γVL +

T∑

t=1

αtu
2
n−t (67)

where VL is the long-run variance rate and γ is the weight assigned to VL. The
unity sum of the weights gives

γ +
T∑

t=1

αt = 1.

This is known as an ARCH(T) model suggested first by Engle (1982).
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Figure 6: Returns split into 2 Regimes following a GARCH(1,1)
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Regular regime

The estimate of the variance is based on a long-run average variance and T ob-
servations. The older an observation, the less weight it is given. Defining ω = γVL,
the model in (67) can be written as

σ2
n = ω +

T∑

t=1

αtu
2
n−t.

In [6], Bollerslev introduced GARCH model as a Generalised ARCH model.

The stochastic volatility behavior appearing in electricity prices allows us to have
recourse to non-homoscedastic models such as GARCH models which are known for
estimating stochastic volatility. The theory of Markov Regime-Switching models
has been introduced by Henderson in [29]. Later in 1973, it has been developed by
Quandt with Goldfeld. Hamilton and many others in [24], [26], [27], [38], [41], [54]
applied it trying to understand behaviors of different economic time series. They
realised that the Markov-Regime-Switching models are an objective criterion for
measuring and understanding structural breaks which are caused by the stochastic
volatility in economic time series especially asset prices. In [12], [32], [34], [52],
regime-switching models on electricity prices are proposed.

The main components within these models are [26]: an unobservable variable in
the time series that switches between two or more states and for each state we
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have an independent price process; a probability law that governs the transition
from one state to another; the Markov switching model is achieved by consider-
ing joint conditional probability of each of future states as a function of the joint
conditional probabilities of current states and the transition probabilities; the con-
ditional probabilities of current states are input, passing through or being filtered
by the transition probability matrix, to produce the conditional probabilities of fu-
ture states as output.

In Paper C , we considered a two states Markov Regime-Switching Generalised Au-
toregressive Conditional Heteroscedasticity (MRS-GARCH) Model with also two
regimes which has the following form:

rt = µ1 + εt = µ1 + σtut

σ2
t = ω1 + β1σ

2
t−1 + α1ε

2
t−1

and
rt = µ2 + εt = µ2 + σtut

σ2
t = ω2 + β2σ

2
t−1 + α2ε

2
t−1

with

rt = ln
Pt

Pt−1

and the transition probabilities

pjt = P (st = j/Ft−1) = pjt(Ft−1), j = 1, 2.
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Figure 6: Returns split into 2 Regimes following a GARCH(1,1)
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6 Summary of the papers

The thesis includes three papers, namely, paper A:“Pricing European Options Un-
der Stochastic Volatilities Models”; paper B: “Numerical Studies on European
Option Asymptotics under Multiscale Stochastic Volatility”; paper C: “Modelling
Electricity Price Series using Regime-Switching GARCH Model”; and the Appen-
dices.

6.1 Paper A

In this paper, we are interested by the stochastic volatility behaviour, by pricing
the European options [13]. Starting from constant volatility model which did not
succeed on capturing the effects of volatility smiles and skews, different models
have been developed for option pricing [23]. Stochastic volatility models appear as
a response to the weakness of the constant volatility models [14], [40].

Models like Constant Elasticity of Volatility (68), Heston (69)–71,

dSt = µStdt+ σSβ
t dWt ; σ ≥ 0 ; β ≥ 0. (68)

dSt = µStdt+
√
VtStdW

1
t . (69)

dVt = κ(θ − Vt)dt+ σ
√
VtdW

2
t . (70)

dW 1
t dW

2
t = ρdt. (71)

Hull and White, Schobel-Zhu, Schobel-Zhu-Hull-White and many others are exam-
ples of models where the volatility is itself a random process [25],[35], [53].

We present the techniques of pricing European options using the class of some
important stochastic volatility models [44]. Comparing single factor stochastic
volatility models to constant factor volatility models it seems evident that the
stochastic volatility models represent nicely the movement of the asset price and
its relations with changes in the risk. However, these models fail to explain the
large independent fluctuations in the volatility levels and slope. Christoffersen et
al. [11] proposed a model with two-factor stochastic volatilities where the correla-
tion between the underlying asset price and the volatilities varies randomly. In the
last section of this chapter we introduce a variation of Chiarella and Ziveyi model
[10], which is a subclass of the model presented in [11] and we use the first order
asymptotic expansion methods to determine the price of European options.

6.2 Paper B

In this paper, we are dealing with the multiscale stochastic volatilities models which
relax the constant volatility assumption from Black-Scholes option pricing model.
Such model can capture the smile and skew of volatilities and therefore describe
more accurately the movements of the trading prices [47], [48]. Christoffersen et
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al. [11] presented a model where the underlying price is governed by two volatility
components, one changing fast and another changing slowly. Chiarella and Ziveyi
[10] transformed Christoffersen’ s model and computed an approximate formula for
pricing American options. They used Duhamel’ s principle to derive an integral
form solution of the boundary value problem associated to the option price. Us-
ing method of characteristics, Fourier and Laplace transforms, they obtained with
good accuracy the American options prices. In [9], a particular case of Chiarella
and Ziveyi model [10] is used for pricing of European options. The novelty of this
earlier work is to present an asymptotic expansion for the option price.

We provide experimental and numerical studies on investigating the accuracy of
the approximation formulae given by this asymptotic expansion. We present also
a procedure for calibrating the parameters produced by our first-order asymptotic
approximation formulae. Our approximated option prices will be compared to the
approximation obtained by Chiarella and Ziveyi.

6.3 Paper C

In this paper, a Markov-Regime-Switching GARCH (MRS-GARCH) model [12],
[32], [34], [41], [43] [46], [51] is used to understand the electricity spot prices Pt

bihaviour of structural break [50]. A case study is based on NordPool Electricity
spot data [45]. Two regimes, regular and non-regular, are considered and thus
starting from the MRS-GARCH model described in [2], [4], our model becomes:

rt = µ1 + εt = µ1 + σtut

σ2
t = ω1 + β1σ

2
t−1 + α1ε

2
t−1

for the regular regime and

rt = µ2 + εt = µ2 + σtut

σ2
t = ω2 + β2σ

2
t−1 + α2ε

2
t−1

for the non-regular regime where

rt = ln
Pt

Pt−1

and the transition probabilities

pjt = P (st = j/Ft−1) = pjt(Ft−1), j = 1, 2.

We allow the model parameters to switch between a regular regime and a non-
regular regime, which is justified by a so-called structural break behaviour of elec-
tricity price series. In splitting the two regimes we consider three criteria, namely
the intercountry price difference criterion, the capacity/flow difference criterion and
the spikes-in-Finland criterion.
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We allow the model parameters to switch between a regular regime and a non-
regular regime, which is justified by a so-called structural break behaviour of elec-
tricity price series. In splitting the two regimes we consider three criteria, namely
the intercountry price difference criterion, the capacity/flow difference criterion and
the spikes-in-Finland criterion.
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We study the correlation relationships among these criteria using the mean-square
contingency coefficient and the co-occurrence measure. We also estimate [42] our
model parameters and present empirical validity of the model.

6.4 Appendices

Appendices complement the other papers by sketching shortly some background
theorems.
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2 B. Canhanga et al

1 Introduction

Let (Ω ,F,P) be a probability space with risk-neutral probability measure P. Let
{Ft : 0 ≤ t ≤ T } be the filtration generated by a standard d-dimensional Brownian
motion Wt .

Let X = (X1, . . . ,Xm)
� be the vector of stochastic variables. Assume, that under

P the stochastic variables satisfy the following stochastic differential equation:

dXt = µ(t,Xt)dt +Σ(t,Xt)dWt , (1)

where µ : [0,T ]×Rm → Rm is the drift, and where Σ : [0,T ]×Rm → Rm×d is the
diffusion. Let r(t,Xt) be the instantaneous risk-free interest rate, and let g(x) be the
payoff of a financial instrument with maturity T .

By risk-neutral valuation, the price V (t,x) of the instrument is

V (t,x) = E

[
exp

(
−
∫ T

0
r(u,x)du

)
g(XT )|Ft ,Xt = x

]
.

In [1] it is proved that the price V (t,x) satisfies the partial differential equation

∂V
∂ t

+
m

∑
i=1

µi(t,x)
∂V
∂xi

+
1
2

m

∑
i=1

m

∑
j=1

d

∑
k=1

Σik(t,x)Σk j(t,x)
∂ 2V

∂xi∂x j
− r(t,x)V = 0

subject to the terminal value condition V (T,x) = g(x). The seminal Black–Scholes
European option pricing model has the assumption that underlying stock price re-
turns follow a lognormal diffusion process.

Different from the Black–Scholes, for a given stochastic process like the stock
price St , if its variance σt is itself randomly distributed, then Equation (1) can be
written for m = d = 2 as

dSt = µ(St , t)dt +σtStdW 1
t , (2)

where σt satisfies
dσt = a(σt , t)dt +b(σt , t)dW 2

t ,

and where W 1
t and W 2

t are standard one-dimensional Brownian motions defined
on (Ω ,F,P) with the covariance satisfying d(W i

t ,W
j

t ) = ρi jdt for some constant
ρi j ∈ [−1,1] and σt is known as the stochastic volatility or the instantaneous volat-
ility or the spot volatility. a(σt , t) and b(σt , t) are smooth functions that correspond
respectively to the drift and diffusion of the spot volatility. To model derivatives like
European options more accurately, it is better to assume that the volatility of the un-
derlying price is a stochastic process rather than a constant as it has been assumed
for models based on Black–Scholes formula. The reason is that the latter cannot
explain long-observed features of the implied volatility surface, volatility smile and
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skew, which indicate that the implied volatility does not tend to vary with respect to
strike price K and horizon date T .

Definition 1. Under any martingale measure P and the interest rate at time t given
by rt ; a model with the form

dSt = rtStdt +σtStdW 1
t

dσt = a(σt , t)dt +b(σt , t)dW 2
t

is said to be a stochastic volatility model.

The sections of this chapter present different procedures to price European Op-
tions with underlying asset prices governed by Constant Elasticity of Variance,
Stochastic αβρ , Detemple–Tian, Grzelak–Oosterlee-Van Veeren, Jourdain–Sbai,
Ilhan–Sircar and Chiarella-Ziveyi models.

2 The constant elasticity of variance (CEV) model

The lognormality assumption from the Black–Scholes formula does not hold ac-
curately. The pricing of European options has been studied recently for alternative
diffusion models.

In 1976 Cox and Ross [5] focused their attention on the constant elasticity of vari-
ance diffusion class, and gave the following Constant Elasticity of Variance (CEV)
model

dSt = µStdt +σSβ
t dWt , (3)

They considered the drift µ to be constant and the real constant parameters are σ ≥ 0
and β ≥ 0. The parameter β is the main feature of this model and it is known as the
elasticity factor. The relationship between volatility and price described by the CEV
model is contolled by β . The payoff function is defined by g(s) = αsβ for positive
constant α and real positive s.

Remark 1. Equation (3) becomes the Bachelier model for β = 0 and for β = 1 it
becomes the Black–Scholes model.

Remark 2. Some say that the CEV model is not a stochastic volatility model, but a
local volatility model based on the fact that it does not incorporate its own stochastic
process for volatility and thus they remove it among the other stochastic volatility
models.

The CEV model is used for modelling equities and commodities when attempting
to capture the stochastic volatility and the leverage effect. In commodities markets,
volatility rises when prices rise. This is known as the inverse leverage effect and for
this case β > 1. Whereas in equity markets the volatility of a given stock increases
when its price falls which is known as the leverage effect with β < 1.
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∂ t

+
m
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1
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m
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m
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d
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Now, for cases where 0 < β < 1, the infinitesimal conditional variance of the
logarithmic rate of return of the stock equals σ2

t = α2S2(β−1)
t , and thus it changes

inversely with the price. Under this condition the following equations hold:

dvt
dSt

St
vt
= g′(St )St

g(St )
=

αβSβ−1
t St

σSβ
t

= β , vt = g(St);

dσt
dSt

St
σt

= f ′(St )St
f (St )

=
α(β−1)Sβ−2

t St

αSβ−1
t

= β −1.

Equation (3) corresponds to the classical Girsanov example in the theory of stochastic
differential equations which is presented in [15] and [16]; assuming that µ = 0 then
it has a unique solution for any β ≥ 1

2 and this uniqueness fails to hold for values in
the interval (0, 1

2 ).
The CEV model is complete when assuming that the filtration F is generated by

the driving Brownian motion W 1
t . From this completeness, any European contingent

claim that is FT -measurable and P-integrable, with time t discounting factor Bt ,
possesses a unique arbitrage price given by the risk-neutral valuation formula

v(St , t) = BtEP(B−1
T h(ST )|Ft).

By the Feynman–Kac theorem, the option price v(St , t), with v(ST ,T ) = h(s) and
h(St) the inverse of g(St), can be given as the solution of the following partial dif-
ferential equation

v(St , t)+
1
2

(
αSβ

t

)2 ∂ 2v(St , t)
∂S2

t
+ rSt

∂v(St , t)
∂St

− rv(St , t) = 0. (4)

2.1 European option pricing formulae under the CEV model

Many authors have examined option pricing equations related to the CEV model
among others and mentioned that the transition probability density function for the
stock price governed by the CEV model can be explicitly expressed in term of the
modified Bessel functions. From this, the integration of the payoff function with res-
pect to the transition density can be used to find the arbitrage price of any European
contingent claim.

The European option pricing formula can be derived and let us have a look on a
computational convenient representation of Schroder presented in [18] for the call
price in the CEV model:

Ct(St ,T − t) = St

(
1−

∞

∑
n=1

g(n+1+ γ, K̃t)
n

∑
m=1

g(m, F̃t)

)
(5)
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−Ke−r(T−t)
∞

∑
n=1

g(n+ γ, F̃t)
n

∑
m=1

g(m, K̃t))

where γ = 1
2(1−β ) and g(p,x) = xp−1e−x

Γ (p) is the density function of the Gamma distri-

bution. For the forward price of a stock Ft =
St

B(t,T ) we have:

F̃t =
F2(1−β )

t

2χ(t)(1−β )2 , K̃t =
K2(1−β )

2χ(t)(1−β )2 , χ(t) = σ2
∫ T

t
e2r(1−β )udu

is the scaled expiry of an option.

2.2 Implied volatility smile in the CEV model

The presence of parameter β in the CEV model is a big advantage over the classical
Black-Scholes model because it is possible to make a better fit to observed market
prices options with an appropriate choice of α and β . Making β �= 1 and α �= 0,
the CEV model yields prices of European options corresponding to smiles in the
Black-Scholes implied volatility surface. Which means that, for a fixed maturity T,
the implied volatility of a call option is a decreasing function of the strike K.

Considering the case when a stock price is governed by Equation (3), the forward
price of a stock

Ft = FS(t,T ) =
St

B(t,T )
= eµ(T−t)St

under the martingale measure P, satisfies

dFt = α(t)Fβ
t dWt . (6)

As presented in [16] the implied volatility σ̂0(T,K) predicted by the Equation (6) is

σ̂0(T,K) =
αa

F1−β
a

(1+
(1−β )(2+β )(F0 −K)2

24F2
a

+
(1−β )2α2

a T

24F2(1−β )
a

+ · · ·)

σ̂0(T,K) is the Black implied volatility, Fa =
(F0+K)

2 and αa = ( 1
T
∫ T

0 α2(u)du)1/2.

3 The Stochastic αβρ (SABR) model

The SABR model can be seen as a natural extension of the CEV model. When in
[11] Hagan et al. examined the issue of dynamics of the implied volatility smile, they
argued that any model based on the local volatility function incorrectly predicts the
future behaviour of the smile, i.e. when the price of the underlying decreases, local
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volatility models predict that the smile shifts to higher prices. Similarly, an increase
of the price results in a shift of the smile to lower prices. It was observed that the
market behaviour of the smile is precisely the opposite. Thus, the local volatility
model has an inherent flaw of predicting the wrong dynamics of the Black–Scholes
implied volatility. Consequently, hedging strategies based on such a model may be
worse than the hedging strategies evaluated for the naive model with constant volat-
ility that is, the Black–Scholes models.

A challenging issue is to identify a class of models that has the following essential
features: a model should be easily and effectively calibrated and it should correctly
capture the dynamics of the implied volatility smile.

A particular model proposed and analyzed [11] is specified as follows: under the
martingale measure P, the forward asset price St is assumed to obey the equation

dSt = αtS
β
t dW 1

t (7)

dαt = νtαtdW 2
t (8)

which is the SABR model, where α0 = 0, 1
2 ≤ β ≤ 1, αt �=0 > 0 and νt is the instant-

aneous variance of the variance process. W 1
t and W 2

t are two correlated Brownian
motions with respect to a filtration F with constant correlation −1 < ρ < 1. Thus,
Equation (8) can be witten as

dαt = νtαt(ρdW 1
t +

√
1−ρ2dW 2

t )

dW 1
t dW 2

t = ρdt; W 2
t = ρW 1

t +
√

1−ρ2W 2
t .

3.1 European option pricing formulae under the SABR model

Let us now assume that the overal volatility αt and the volatility of volatility νt are
very small. At date t, S(t) = s, α(0) = α we can write the value of an European call
option by

V (t,s,α) = E{[S(tex.)−K]+|S(t) = s,α(t) = α}; (9)

tex. is the exercise time. As presented in [19] the option price becomes

V (t,s,α) = [s−K]+ +
|s−K|
2
√

π

∞∫

x2
2τex

e−q

(q)3/2 dq (10)

where q = x2

2τ .
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3.2 Implied volatility smile in the SABR model

After deriving the European call option pricing formula under the SABR model, we
can derive the approximate implied normal volatility and the implied Black volati-
lity in order to utilize the pricing formula more conveniently.

At-the-money option, it is proven in [16] that the Black implied volatility formula
under the SABR is as follows:

σ̂0(S0,T )∼=
α

Sβ̂
0



1+


 β̂ 2α2

24S2β̂
0

+
ρβανt

4Sβ̂
0

+
(2−3ρ2)ν2

t

24


T



 (11)

where β̂ = 1−β .

4 The Detemple–Tian model (DTM)

Different from most of the models we present in this chapter, the DTM is conside-
ring volatility to be constant but it assume that the interest rate changes randomly.
The underlying asset price St and the interest rate rt follow the system of stochastic
differential equations bellow:

dSt

St
= (rt −δ )dt +σ1dW1(t) (12)

drt = a(r− rt)dt +σ2dW2(t) = [θ(t)−art ]dt +σ2dW2(t) (13)

where δ ,a,σ1,σ2 are constants, δ is the dividend rate, σ1 is the asset price volatility,
the speed of mean reversion of the interest rate is a and σ2 its volatility. θ(t) is
deterministic function of time and W1, W2 are correlated Brownian motions with
correlation coefficient ρ .

Detemple and Tian in [6] use the model to compute the American option price
and show that the exercise region is depending on the interest rate and dividend
yield. Also the results were used to derive recursively an integral equation for the
exercise region.

If we define

J(t,T ) = e

(
−

T∫
t

v∫
t

e−a(v−s)θ(s)dsdv+ 1
2 σ2

2

T∫
t
(1−e−a(T−s))2ds

)

and
G(t,T ) =

1
a

[
1− e−a(T−t)

]

for European call, the options price is given by the following formula
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V (St ,rt , t) = e−δ (T−t)StN(h(St ,K; t,T ))−KP(t,T )×N(h(St ,K; t,T )−
√

ω(t,T ))
(14)

where

h(St ,K; t,T ) =
ln(S/KP(t,T ))−δ (T − t)√

ω(t,T )
+

1
2

√
ω(t,T );

P(t,T ) the pure discount bond price is given by

P(t,T ) = J(t,T )e−rt G(t,T )

and

ω(t,T ) =
∫ T

t
(σ2

1 +σ2
2 G(u,T )2 +2ρσ1σ2G(u,T ))du (15)

5 Grzelak–Oosterlee–Van Veeren (GOVV) Model

The particular case of equation (1) when the drift and the diffusion are defined for
m = d = 3 is known as GOVV model presented by Grzelak et al. in [10]. They
considered that the price of an asset at time t is St and is governed by an stochastic
differential equation with stochastic interest rate rt and stochastic volatility σt of
mean reversion type. The model evolves according to the following system:

dSt = rtStdt +σ p
t StdZ1

t ,
drt = λ (θt − rt)dt +ηdZ2

t ,

dσt = k(σ −σt)dt + γσ1−p
t dZ3

t ;
(16)

where p is constant, λ and k are the speed of mean reversion processes, η is the
volatility of the interest rate, γ is the volatility of volatility. θt is the long run mean
of the interest rate and σ is the long run mean of the volatility. Z1

t , Z2
t ,Z

3
t are inde-

pendent Brownian motions with correlation factors given by

dZi
t dZ j

t = ρi j for i, j = 1, 2, 3.

Considering

Z1
t =W 1

t

Z2
t = ρ12W 1

t +
√

1−ρ2
12W 2

t

Z3
t = ρ13W 1

t + ρ23−ρ12ρ13√
1−ρ2

12
W 2

t +

√
1−ρ2

13 −
(ρ23−ρ12ρ13)

1−ρ2
12

W 3
t ;

and using the notation

a =
ρ23 −ρ12ρ13√

1−ρ2
12

; b =

√
1−ρ2

13 −
(ρ23 −ρ12ρ13)

1−ρ2
12
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GOVV model (16) can be written as

dSt = rtStdt +σ p
t StdW 1

t

drt = λ (θt − rt)dt +η
(

ρ12dW 1
t +

√
1−ρ2

12dW 2
t

)

dσt = k(σ −σt)dt + γσ1−p
t

(
ρ13dW 1

t +adW 2
t +bdW 3

t
)
.

(17)

If on the above model we consider that the interest rate is constant, the correlation
factors ρ2 j and ρi2 are equal to zero we generate:

• Heston Model, if p = 1
2 . The underlying asset price and volatilities are governed

by the following system
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√

σtStdW 1
t

dσt = kH(σH −σt)dt + γH√σt

(
ρ13dW 1

t +
√

1−ρ2
13dW 3

t

)
.

(18)

where the superscript H stands for Heston, to indicate long run volatility mean,
speed of mean return and volatility of volatility.
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√
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• Schöbel-Zhu model; which is a transformation of Schöbel–Zhu–Heston model
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√
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t
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• Black–Scholes model, if p = 0.
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√
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• Black–Scholes model, if p = 0.
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5.1 Pricing European options for the GOVV type models

Assuming that the characteristic function of the logarithm of the underlying asset
price is known; to price an European option one can choose to apply the fast Fourier
transforms in a Carr–Madan technique presented in [2] or use the Fourier–Cosine
explained in [8]. If from one hand Carr–Madan is a forward method and with easy
computations; it requires to use a damping parameter which is only experimental-
ly determined for some very specific classes of models. The fact that there is no
any scientifically method to determine the damping parameters brings a huge limi-
tation for the cases when dealing with models with unknown damping parameter.
In the next section the pricing methodology is developed using the Fourier–Cosine
method.

5.1.1 Pricing Method

Let us present first a theorem that will give us the approximation of the probability
density function in a bounded domain.

Theorem 1. For a given bounded domain D= [a1, a2] and a Fourier expansion with
N terms, the probability density function pY (y|St) can be approximated by

pY (y|St) =
N

∑
n=0

2wn

|D| R
[

φ̃
(

nπ
|D|

)
e
(
−nπ ia1

|D|
)

cos
(

nπ
y−a1

|D|

)]

for w0 =
1
2 , wn = 1, ∀n ∈ R and R denoting the real part.

The proof of the theorem is presented in [8].
For the European Options, the general risk neutral pricing formula shows that the

contingent claim C(t, St) written at time t on an asset that value is St can be obtained
by calculating the expected value under risk neutral measure P of the discounted
payoff function H(t,St) at maturity T, given that the information Ft is known, i.e.

C(t,St) = EP


e

−
T∫
t

rsds
H(T,ST )|Ft


 .

If the probability density function pY (y|St) is known the above expectation is given
by

EP


e

−
T∫
t

rsds
H(T,ST )|Ft


=

∫

R

H(T,y)pY (y|St)dy.

where
pY (y|St) =

∫

R

pY Z(y,z|St)dz
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and

z =−
T∫

t

rsds is the discounting exponent.

Assuming that pY (y|St) decays fast, it is possible to restrict the integrations to a
closed and bounded domain. Therefore, the contingent claim will be approximated
to

C(t,St) =
∫

D

H(T,y)pY (y|St)dy (21)

where D= [a1,a2] and |D|= a2 −a1 > 0.
If we set

u = [u,0, · · · ,0]′ and [ST = St ,rt , · · · ]
in order to obtain obvious boundary conditions at maturity, the discounted charac-
teristic function is given by

φ(u,St , t,T ) =
∫ ∫
R

ez+iuy pY,Z(y,z|St)dzdy

=
∫
R

eiuy pY (y|St)dy,

which is the transformation of the probability density function pY (y|St) according
to Fourier. Moreover, when considering the domain D instead of R the characteristic
function is approximated to

φ̃(u, St , t, T ) =
∫

D

eiuy pY (y|St)dy;

where the probability density function is determined with the use of the theorem 1.
The contingent claim can then be obtained by

C(t, St) =
∫
D

H(T,y)
N
∑

n=0

2wn
|D| R

[
φ̃
(

nπ
|D|

)
e
(
−nπ ia1

|D|
)

cos
(

nπ y−a1
|D|

)]
dy

= |D|
2

N
∑

n=0
Φn

ζD
n

wn

where

Φn =
N

∑
n=0

2wn

|D| R
[

φ̃
(

nπ
|D|

)
e
(
−nπ ia1

|D|
)

cos
(

nπ
y−a1

|D|

)]
;

H(T,y) = max(Key −K;0) for y = log
(

S
K

)
;

and ζD
n = 2K

|D| (αn −βn) . αn and βn are defined by

βn =
|D|2

|D|2 +(nπ)2

[
cos(a1,a2)+

nπ
|D| sin(a1,a2)

]
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and
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t

rsds is the discounting exponent.

Assuming that pY (y|St) decays fast, it is possible to restrict the integrations to a
closed and bounded domain. Therefore, the contingent claim will be approximated
to

C(t,St) =
∫

D

H(T,y)pY (y|St)dy (21)

where D= [a1,a2] and |D|= a2 −a1 > 0.
If we set

u = [u,0, · · · ,0]′ and [ST = St ,rt , · · · ]
in order to obtain obvious boundary conditions at maturity, the discounted charac-
teristic function is given by

φ(u,St , t,T ) =
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=
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which is the transformation of the probability density function pY (y|St) according
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function is approximated to
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;
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for
cos(a1,a2) = cos(nπ)ea2 − cos

(
−a1nπ
|D|

)
;

sin(a1,a2) = sin(nπ)ea2 − sin
(
−a1nπ
|D|

)
;

and
α0 = a2; αn�=0 =

|D|
nπ

[
sin(nπ)− sin

(
−a1nπ
|D|

)]
.

5.1.2 Schöbel–Zhu–Hull–White (SZHW) Model

On a probability space (Ω ,Ft ,P), when the vector state Xt = [St ,rt ,σt ] is Markovian
relative to filtration Ft with asset price and volatility defined as in equation (16),
when p = 1 we obtain the so called SZHW model, if interest rate process is given
by

rt = r0e−λ t +λ
t∫

0

e−λ (t−s)θsds+η
t∫

0

e−λ (t−s)dWP
s .

From the Hull-White decomposition explained in [10], the interest rate process can
be expressed by

rt = r̃t +mt

where

mt = e−λ t r0 +λ
t∫

0

e−λ (t−s)θsds

and
dr̃t =−λ r̃tdt +ηdWP

s ; with r̃0 = 0.

Introducing the notation σt =
√

vt , logSt = xt = x̃t +ϕt for φt =
t∫

0
msds; the SZHW

model is described in an expanded vector space with the new stochastic process vt ,
i.e

dxt = (r̃t +mt − 1
2 vt)dt +σtdW 1

t

dr̃t =−λ r̃tdt +η
(

ρ12dW 1
t +

√
1−ρ2

12dW 2
t

)

dvt = (−2vtk+2kσtσ + γ2)dt +2σtγ
(
ρ13dW 1

t +adW 2
t +bdW 3

t
)

dσt = k(σ −σt)dt + γ
(
ρ13dW 1

t +adW 2
t +bdW 3

t
)
.

(22)

It is shown in [7] that the characteristic function as the following form:

φ SZHW (u,Xt , t,T ) = e
−

T∫
t

msds+iu′[φT , mT , 0, 0]′
eA(u,τ)+B′(u,τ)[x̃t ,r̃t ,vt ,σt ]
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where
B(u,τ) = [Bx(u,τ),Br(u,τ),Bv(u,τ),Bσ (u,τ)]

for
Bx(u,τ) = iu;
Br(u,τ) = (iu−1)

λ (1−ν(−2λ )),

Bv(u,τ) = β−D
2θ

(
1−ν(−2D)

1−ν(−2D)G

)
,

Bσ (u,τ) =
(

ν(D)
ν2D−G

)[
16kσbsinh2 ( τD

4

)
D−1 + iu−1

λ F(u,τ)
]
,

A(u,τ) =
(β−D)τ−2log

(
Gν(−2D)−1

G−1

)

4γ2 − (iu−1)2(3+ν(−4λ )−4ν(−2λ )−2τλ )
2λ 3 .

F(u,τ) = ηρ12iuF1(u,τ)+2ηγρ23bF2(u,τ)

F1(u,τ) = 2
D (ν(D)−1)+ 2G

D (ν(−D)−1)− 2(ν(D−2λ )−1)
D−2λ + 2G(1−ν(2λ−D))

D+2λ ,

F2(u,τ) = 2
D−2τ − 4

D + 2
D+2λ +ν(2λ −D)

(
2ν(2λ )(1+ν(2D))

D − 2ν(2D)
D−2λ − 2

D+2λ

)
,

F3(u,τ) =
∫ τ

0 Bσ (u,s)
(
kσ + 1

2 γ2Bσ (u,s)+ηρ23γBr(u,s)
)

ds;

and

β = (k−ρ13γui), D =
√

β 2 −4αγ, θ = 2γ2, α =
1
2

u(i+u),

G =
β −D
β +D

, ν(x) = e
xτ
2 , b =

β −D
2θ

.

Making U = [u, 0, 0, 0] the boundary conditions at maturity will be

φ SZHW (u, [x̃t , r̃t ,vt ,σt ], T, T ) = eiux̃T ; Bx(u,0) = iu;

A(u,0) = Br(u,0) = Bσ (u,0) = Bv(u,0) = 0.

This implies that, for the logST , the discounted characteristic function is

φ SZHW (u,Xt , t,T ) = eÃ(u,τ)+Bx(u,τ)xt+Br(u,τ)rt+Bv(u,τ)vt+Bσ (u,τ)σt

for
Ã(u,τ) =−∫ T

t msds+ iu
∫ T

t msds+A(u,τ) =Θ(u,τ)+A(u,τ)

Θ(u,τ) = (1− iu)
{

log
(

P(0,T )
P(0,t)

)
+ η2

2λ 2

(
τ + 2

λ

(
e−2λT−e−2λ t

))}

and
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A(u,0) = Br(u,0) = Bσ (u,0) = Bv(u,0) = 0.

This implies that, for the logST , the discounted characteristic function is

φ SZHW (u,Xt , t,T ) = eÃ(u,τ)+Bx(u,τ)xt+Br(u,τ)rt+Bv(u,τ)vt+Bσ (u,τ)σt

for
Ã(u,τ) =−∫ T

t msds+ iu
∫ T

t msds+A(u,τ) =Θ(u,τ)+A(u,τ)

Θ(u,τ) = (1− iu)
{

log
(

P(0,T )
P(0,t)

)
+ η2

2λ 2

(
τ + 2

λ

(
e−2λT−e−2λ t

))}

and
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P(0, t) = e−
∫ t

0 msdseA(0,τ)+Bx(0,τ)x0+Bv(0,τ)v0+Bσ (0,τ)σ0 .

6 Jourdain–Sbai Model (JSM)

Another particular case of (16) can be obtained by considering constant interest rate.
In this particular model, let us denote volatility by Y.

Y p
t = f (Yt), k(Y −Yt) = b(Yt), γY 1−p

t = c(Yt).

With
Z1

t = ρW 2
t +

√
1−ρ2W 1

t , Z2
t =W 2

t

for independent correlated Brownian motions W 1
t and W 2

t . Under this conditions,
the underlying asset price is governed the following model:

dSt = rStdt + f (Yt)St

(
ρdW 2

t +
√

1−ρ2dW 1
t

)

dYt = b(Yt)dt + c(Yt)dW 2
t ; Y0 = y0

. (23)

In [14] the above model was treated considering a particular case of Ornstein–
Uhlenbeck process and introducing higher order discretization schemes. JSM con-
siders function f to be positive and strictly monotonic allowing that the effective
correlation between the asset price and the volatility remain with the same signal
(positive). It also considers that function b and c are also smooth functions. This gen-
eralizes a group of model, for example Quadratic Gaussian, Stein & Stein, Scotts,
Hull and White, Cox and Ross and Detemple–Tian model. When considering the
log-price of the asset return, model (23) is transformed to

dXt =
(
r− 1

2 f 2(Yt)
)

dt + f (Yt)
(

ρdW 2
t +

√
1−ρ2dW 1

t

)

dYt = b(Yt)dt + c(Yt)dW 2
t ; Y0 = y0

. (24)

The goal is to use the second equation of (24) into the first equation and make it free
of the stochastic integral involving the common Brownian motion W 2

t . Assuming
that the volatility of volatility is positive, the drift function of the volatility and the
underlying asset volatility are first order differentiable functions with continuous
derivatives, then one can define a primitive

F(y) =

y∫

0

f
c
(z)dz

and using Ito’s formula, the differential of the primitive is
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dF(Yt) =
f
c
(Yt)dYt +0.5

(
c

∂ f
∂y

− f
∂c
∂y

)
(Yt)dt

which transforms (24) into

dXt = ρdF(Yt)+h(Yt)dt +
√

1−ρ2 f (Yt)dW 1
t

dYt = b(Yt)dt + c(Yt)dW 2
t ;

(25)

where

h(y) = r−0.5 f 2(y)−ρ
(

b
c

f +0.5
(

c
∂ f
∂y

− f
∂c
∂y

))
y.

For simplicity, functions c(Yt), b(Yy) are denoted by c and b respectively. Bellow we
present the discretization of the SDE satisfied by Yt constructing a scheme which
converges to order 2. The details can be found in [14].

6.1 The weak scheme of second order

In the system (25), the integration of both sides of the first integral when time goes
from 0 to t, gives

Xt = log(S0)+ρ [F(Yt)−F(y0)]+

2∫

0

h(Ys)ds+
√

1−ρ2

t∫

0

f (Ys)dW 1
t

which is not dependent on the Brownian motion W 2
t . The challenge now is to solve

one integral with respect to time and another integral with respect to a Brownian
motion W 1

t . This is done using numerical techniques (i.e. numerical integration).
The weak scheme is defined as:

XN
T = log(S0)+ρ

[
F(Y N

T )−F(y0)
]
+aN

T +
√

1−ρ2uN
T dW 1

t

where

aN
T = δN

N−1
∑

k=0

h
(

Y N
tk

)
+h

(
Y N

tk+1

)

2 ; δN = T
N

uN
T = δN

N−1
∑

k=0

f 2
(

Y N
tk

)
+ f 2

(
Y N

tk+1

)

2 ;

Y N
0 = y0;

Y N
tk+1

= e
T

2N V0 e[(Wtk+1−Wtk)V ]e
T

2N V0Y N
tk

for
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V0 = b(x)− 1
2

c× c′(x) and v = c(x).

The notation etV (x) means the solution of an ordinary differential equation of order
one in the form ζ ′(t) =V (ζ (t)) at time t and starting from x.

On the other hand if Zt = Xt −ρF(Yt) the system on our scheme will be

dZt = h(Yt)dt +
√

1−ρ2 f (Yt)dW 1
t

dYt = b(Yt)dt + c(Yt)dW 2
t

. (26)

Applying Feynman–Kac theorem the differential operator associated with (26) will
be

L v(z,y) = h(y) ∂v
∂ z +b(y) ∂v

∂y +
c2(y)

2
∂ 2v
∂y2 +

1−ρ2

2 f 2(y) ∂ 2v
∂ z2

= L1v(z,y)+L2v(z,y)
. (27)

with
L1v(z,y) = b(y) ∂v

∂y +
c2(y)

2
∂ 2v
∂y2

L2v(z,y) = h(y) ∂v
∂ z +

1−ρ2

2 f 2(y) ∂ 2v
∂ z2

In the case of plain vanilla, the option price is given in [17] by

BSα,T

(
s0e

ρ(F(YT )−F(y0))+aT+

(
(1−ρ2)vT

2T −r
)

T
,
(1−ρ2)vT

T

)

where α is the payoff function depending on the underlying asset and the strike
price. BSα,T (s,v) is the price of a European option with payoff function α which
matures at T, initial stock price s, volatility

√
v, constant interest rate r, given by

Black - Scholes formula. For the case of call or put option, BSα,T is given in a
closed formula and the option price can be approximated by

P(s,T,r,v,K)∼= 1
M

M

∑
i=1

BSα,T


s0e

ρ(F(Y N,i
T )−F(y0))+aN,i

T +

(
(1−ρ2)vN,i

T
2T −r

)
T
,
(1−ρ2)vN,i

T
T




where M is the total number of Monte Carlo samples and the index i refers to inde-
pendent draws.

7 Ilhan–Sircar model (ISM)

Barrier options are contingent claims that are activated or deactivated if the under-
lying asset price hits the barrier during the life time of the option. These options are
qualified as:
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• up in - the underlying asset price in the beginning is lower than the barrier level
and the option will be activated only if before the maturity the asset price hits the
barrier;

• up out - the underlying asset price in the beginning is lower than the barrier
level and the option starts activated. If the asset price hits the barrier before the
maturity the option is deactivated;

• down in - the underlying asset price in the beginning is greater than the barrier
level and the option will be activated only if before the maturity the asset price
hits the barrier;

• down out - the underlying asset price in the beginning is greater than the barrier
level and the option starts activated. If the asset price hits the barrier before the
maturity the option is deactivated.

The activation or deactivation of an barrier option is for its life, meaning that if
the option hits the barrier and is activated or deactivate doesn’t matter if afterwards
it returns to the barrier. For the execution or not is only considered the position the
option took at the first time it hits the barrier level.

In a model presented by Ilhan and Sircar in [13] the stock price process and
the volatility driving process are solutions of the following stochastic differential
equations:

dSt = µSt dt +σ(t,Yt)dW 1
t , S0 = xe−rT ,

dYt = b(t,Yt)dt +a(t,Yt)(ρ dW 1
t +ρ ′ dW 2

t ), Y0 = y,

where ρ is the instantaneous correlation between shocks to S and Y and the sym-
bol ρ ′ denote

√
1−ρ2. Assuming that a(t,Yt) and σ(t,Yt) are bounded above and

bellow away from zero and smooth with bounded derivatives, and also that b(t,Yt)
is smooth with bounded derivatives. The utility indifference price of the contingent
claim D at time t = 0 of an investor who has initial wealth z, is the solution h̃(z,D)
to the following equation:

u(z,D) = u(z− erT h̃(z,D),0).

Let h(z,D) = erT h̃(z,D) be the T -forward value of indifference price. According
to

h(z,D) =
1
γ

log
(

u(0,D)

u(0,0)

)

the indifference price does not depend on the initial wealth. Therefore, we omit the
dependence on z in the notation.

According to [13] under some regularity conditions, the optimal static hedging
position exists, is unique, and satisfies the following equation:

h̃′(Bα∗
) = p̃.

It remains to find h̃(Bα).
Let L 0

y be the following differential operator:
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L 0
y =

1
2

a2(t,y)
∂ 2

∂y2 +

(
b(t,y)−ρa(t,y)

µ − r
σ(t,y)

)
∂
∂y

,

and f (t,y) be the solution to the following problem:

∂ f
∂ t

+L 0
y f = (1−ρ2)

(µ − r)2

2σ2(t,y)
f , t < T,

f (T,y) = 1.

Denoting

ψ(t,y) =
1

1−ρ2 log f (t,y),

for the differential operator L E
x,y defined as:

L E
x,y = L 0

y +ρ ′2a2(t,y)
∂ψ
∂y

(t,y)
∂
∂y

+
1
2

σ2(t,y)x2 ∂ 2

∂x2 +ρσ(t,y)a(t,y)x
∂ 2

∂x∂y
;

if Φ(t,x,y) is the solution to the following problem:

∂Φ
∂ t

+L E
x,yΦ +

1
2

γρ ′2a2(t,y)
(

∂Φ
∂y

)2

= 0, t < T, x > 0,

Φ(T,x,y) = α(K′ − x)+− (x−K)−.

and ϕ(t,x,y) the solution to the following problem:

∂ϕ
∂ t

+L E
x,yϕ +

1
2

γρ ′2a2(t,y)
(

∂ϕ
∂y

)2

= 0, t < T, x > Ber(T−t),

ϕ(T,x,y) = α(K′ − x)+,

ϕ(t,Ber(T−t),y) = Φ(t,Ber(T−t),y),

then, the indifference price at time t = 0 is

h̃(Bα) = e−rT ϕ(0,x,y).

8 Two stochastic volatilities model

The previous models considered an underlying asset governed by one stochastic
variance. Some models considered stochastic interest rate and others assume interest
rate as constat. We consider here the price evolution of an asset (for example an
equity stock) that is governed by the following stochastic differential equation

dSt = µSt dt +
√

V1,tSt dW1 +
√

V2,tSt dW2, (28)
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where µ is the mean return of the asset, V1,t and V2,t are two uncorrelated and finite
variance processes described by Heston [12] that also change stochastically accord-
ing to the following equations

dV1,t =
1
ε
(θ1 −V1,t)dt +ρ13

√
1
ε

V1,t dW1 +

√
1
ε
(1−ρ2

13)V1,t dW3,

dV2,t = δ (θ2 −V2,t)dt +ρ24

√
δV2,t dW2 +

√
δ (1−ρ2

24)V2,t dW4.

(29)

Here
1
ε

and δ are the speeds of mean reversion; θ1 and θ2 are the long run means;
√

1
ε

and
√

δ the instantaneous volatilities of V1,t and V2,t respectively and Wi, for

i = {1,2,3,4} are Wiener processes. The correlations between the asset price St

and the variance processes V1,t and V2,t are given respectively by ρ13

√
V1,t

ε
and

ρ24
√

V2,tδ which are chosen as in Chiarella and Ziveyi [3] to avoid the product
term

√
V1,tV2,t .

In equation (29) choosing ε and δ to be small and to follow Feller [9] conditions,
we have a fast mean reversion speed for V1,t and a slow mean reversion speed for V2,t .
Therefore in our model the underlying asset price St is influenced by two volatility
terms that behave completely differently. For example, one may change each month
whereas the other one may change twice a day.

The finiteness of the two variances gives guarantee that equation (28) has a solu-
tion under the real-world probability measure. In addition it ensures that there exists
an equivalent risk neutral measure under which the same equation has a solution
and the discounted stock price process under this measure is a martingale. Girsanov
theorem presented in [15] allow to transform the presented environment into risk
neutral probability world. Feynman–Kac theorem also presented in [15], proves that
the option price of the underlying asset described above can be given as the solution
of the following partial differential equation

(r−q)St
∂U
∂St

+

[
1
ε
(θ1 −V1,t)−λ1V1,t

]
∂U

∂V1,t
+[δ (θ2 −V2,t)−λ2V2,t ]

∂U
∂V2,t

+
1
2

[
(V1,t +V2,t)S2

t
∂ 2U
∂S2

t
+

1
ε

V1,t
∂ 2U
∂V 2

1,t
+δV2,t

∂ 2U
∂V 2

2,t

]
+

1√
ε

ρ13StV1,t
∂ 2U

∂St∂V1,t

+
√

δρ24StV2,t
∂ 2U

∂St∂V2,t
= rU − ∂U

∂ t
,

subject to the terminal value condition U(T,St ,V1,t ,V2,t) = h(St). λ1 and λ2 are the
market prices of risk; r and q are constant interest rate and dividend factor respecti-
vely. Consider that the solution of the partial differential equation U depends on the
values of ε and δ , i.e. U = Uε,δ ; collecting terms with the same power of 1√

ε and√
δ will transform the above partial differential equation into
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1
2

γρ ′2a2(t,y)
(

∂Φ
∂y

)2

= 0, t < T, x > 0,

Φ(T,x,y) = α(K′ − x)+− (x−K)−.

and ϕ(t,x,y) the solution to the following problem:

∂ϕ
∂ t

+L E
x,yϕ +

1
2

γρ ′2a2(t,y)
(

∂ϕ
∂y

)2

= 0, t < T, x > Ber(T−t),

ϕ(T,x,y) = α(K′ − x)+,

ϕ(t,Ber(T−t),y) = Φ(t,Ber(T−t),y),

then, the indifference price at time t = 0 is

h̃(Bα) = e−rT ϕ(0,x,y).

8 Two stochastic volatilities model

The previous models considered an underlying asset governed by one stochastic
variance. Some models considered stochastic interest rate and others assume interest
rate as constat. We consider here the price evolution of an asset (for example an
equity stock) that is governed by the following stochastic differential equation

dSt = µSt dt +
√

V1,tSt dW1 +
√

V2,tSt dW2, (28)
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where µ is the mean return of the asset, V1,t and V2,t are two uncorrelated and finite
variance processes described by Heston [12] that also change stochastically accord-
ing to the following equations

dV1,t =
1
ε
(θ1 −V1,t)dt +ρ13

√
1
ε

V1,t dW1 +

√
1
ε
(1−ρ2

13)V1,t dW3,

dV2,t = δ (θ2 −V2,t)dt +ρ24

√
δV2,t dW2 +

√
δ (1−ρ2

24)V2,t dW4.

(29)

Here
1
ε

and δ are the speeds of mean reversion; θ1 and θ2 are the long run means;
√

1
ε

and
√

δ the instantaneous volatilities of V1,t and V2,t respectively and Wi, for

i = {1,2,3,4} are Wiener processes. The correlations between the asset price St

and the variance processes V1,t and V2,t are given respectively by ρ13

√
V1,t

ε
and

ρ24
√

V2,tδ which are chosen as in Chiarella and Ziveyi [3] to avoid the product
term

√
V1,tV2,t .

In equation (29) choosing ε and δ to be small and to follow Feller [9] conditions,
we have a fast mean reversion speed for V1,t and a slow mean reversion speed for V2,t .
Therefore in our model the underlying asset price St is influenced by two volatility
terms that behave completely differently. For example, one may change each month
whereas the other one may change twice a day.

The finiteness of the two variances gives guarantee that equation (28) has a solu-
tion under the real-world probability measure. In addition it ensures that there exists
an equivalent risk neutral measure under which the same equation has a solution
and the discounted stock price process under this measure is a martingale. Girsanov
theorem presented in [15] allow to transform the presented environment into risk
neutral probability world. Feynman–Kac theorem also presented in [15], proves that
the option price of the underlying asset described above can be given as the solution
of the following partial differential equation

(r−q)St
∂U
∂St

+

[
1
ε
(θ1 −V1,t)−λ1V1,t

]
∂U

∂V1,t
+[δ (θ2 −V2,t)−λ2V2,t ]

∂U
∂V2,t

+
1
2

[
(V1,t +V2,t)S2

t
∂ 2U
∂S2

t
+

1
ε

V1,t
∂ 2U
∂V 2

1,t
+δV2,t

∂ 2U
∂V 2

2,t

]
+

1√
ε

ρ13StV1,t
∂ 2U

∂St∂V1,t

+
√

δρ24StV2,t
∂ 2U

∂St∂V2,t
= rU − ∂U

∂ t
,

subject to the terminal value condition U(T,St ,V1,t ,V2,t) = h(St). λ1 and λ2 are the
market prices of risk; r and q are constant interest rate and dividend factor respecti-
vely. Consider that the solution of the partial differential equation U depends on the
values of ε and δ , i.e. U = Uε,δ ; collecting terms with the same power of 1√

ε and√
δ will transform the above partial differential equation into
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(

1
ε
L0 +

1√
ε
L1 +L2 +

√
δM1 +δM2

)
Uε,δ = 0 (30)

for

L0 = (θ1 −V1,t)
∂

∂V1,t
+

1
2

V1,t
∂ 2

∂V 2
1,t
, (31)

L1 = ρ13StV1,t
∂ 2

∂St∂V1,t
,

L2 =
∂
∂ t

+(r−q)St
∂

∂St
+

1
2
(V1,t +V2,t)S2

t
∂ 2

∂S2
t
− r−λ1V1,t

∂
∂V1,t

−λ2V2,t
∂

∂V2,t
,

M1 = ρ24StV2,t
∂ 2

∂St∂V2,t
,

M2 = (θ2 −V2,t)
∂

∂V2,t
+

1
2

V2,t
∂ 2

∂V 2
2,t
.

Our aim is to find the price of a European option with payoff function h(St) at
maturity T . Taking into account the Markov property and the fact that our system is
considered under the risk neutral probability measure, we can apply Feynman–Kac
theorem to obtain the option price as

U(t,St ,V1,t ,V2,t) = e−(T−t)E [h(St) | St = s,V1,t = v1,V2,t = v2] .

Calculation of this expectation is very complicated because it involves many para-
meters that have to be clearly measured and applied. To avoid this complication,
we present a perturbation method that approximates the option price by a quantity
that depends on much less parameters than those imposed by Feynman–Kac the-
orem. From our system and also our partial differential equation, it is clear that
U(t,s,v1,v2) depends on ε and δ . From now on, to make this dependence clear, we
write Uε;δ (t,s,v1,v2) instead of U(t,s,v1,v2). Our assumption is that if ε and δ are
small, the associated operators will diverge and be small respectively. Therefore we
use the approach of singular and regular perturbations. Assume that our solution can
be expressed in the following form

Uε,δ = ∑
i≥0

∑
j≥0

(
√

δ )i(
√

ε) jUj,i. (32)

Applying this expansion in (30) we generate systems of partial differential equations
that can be solved to obtain the prices of European option in the following form

Uε,δ =UBS +(T − t)
(
A δ +Bε

)
UBS,

where the notation UBS stands for the solution to the corresponding two-dimensional
Black–Scholes model.
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Bε =−ϒ ε
2 (v2)D1D2; Dk = xk

i
∂ k

∂xk
i
, i= 1,2; ϒ ε

2 (v2)=−
√

ερ13

2

〈
v1

∂φ(v1,v2)

∂v1

〉

and φ(v1,v2) is the solution of

L0φ(v1,v2) = f 2(v1,v2)−σ2(v2);

A δ =
1
2

√
δρ24〈v2〉

∂σ(v2)

∂v2

and
σ2(v2) =

∫
(v1 + v2)Π(dv1).

where 〈·〉 =
∫

· π(s)ds denotes the averaging over the invariant distribution Π of

the variance process V1,t .
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1 Introduction

Consider an asset process given by St whose dynamic when 0 ≤ t ≤ T is
described by the following system of stochastic differential equations

dSt = µStdt+
√
V1,tSt dW1 +

√
V2,tSt dW2,

dV1,t =
1

ε
(θ1 − V1,t)dt+ ρ13

√
1

ε
V1,t dW1 +

√
1

ε
(1− ρ213)V1,t dW3,

dV2,t = δ(θ2 − V2,t)dt+ ρ24
√

δV2,t dW2 +
√

δ(1− ρ224)V2,t dW4,

(1)

where Wi, i = {1, 2, 3, 4} are independent Wiener processes; µ is the expected
return of the asset. θ1, θ2 are reverting means and 1

ε , δ refer to the rates or
speeds of mean-reversions. ρ13 and ρ24 are the constant instantaneous correla-
tion coefficients between St and the finite uncorrelated variances rates V1,t and
V2,t respectively. Assume that 0 < ε << 1, 0 < δ << 1, |ρ13| < 1, |ρ24| < 1,
and that the variance rates V1,t changes fast around its long run mean θ1, with
speed 1

ε while the variance rate V2,t changes slowly around its long run mean
θ2 with speed δ. We hereafter call V1,t the fast volatility factor and V2,t the
slow volatility factor.

The assumption |ρ13| < 1 and |ρ24| < 1 makes the system to fulfill the con-
ditions proposed in Feller [6], which guarantees that the stochastic differential
equation for the underlying asset has a solution under the real-world probabil-
ity measure and also guarantees that there exists an equivalent solution to the
underlying asset price equation under risk neutral probability measure. In the
authors earlier research, Canhanga et al. [1] considered an European option on
an underlying asset governed by system (1) with maturity T, and a given pay-
off function h(ST ) when ST is the underlying price at maturity. Let us denote
U(t, St, v1, v2) as the options price at time t < T when the underlying has spot
price St, the spot fast and slow volatility factors are v1 and v2 respectively,
Canhanga et al. [1] used Girsanov and Feynman-Kac theorems (presented for
example in Kijima [9]) to express the European option price as the solution of
the following partial differential equation

(
1

ε
L0 +

1√
ε
L1 + L2 +

√
δM1 + δM2

)
U = 0 (2)

for

L0 = (θ1 − V1,t)
∂

∂V1,t
+

1

2
V1,t

∂2

∂V 2
1,t

, (3)

L1 = ρ13StV1,t
∂2

∂St∂V1,t
,

L2 =
∂

∂t
+(r− q)St

∂

∂St
+

1

2
(V1,t+V2,t)S

2
t

∂2

∂S2
t

− r−λ1V1,t
∂

∂V1,t
−λ2V2,t

∂

∂V2,t
,

M1 = ρ24StV2,t
∂2

∂St∂V2,t
,

M2 = (θ2 − V2,t)
∂

∂V2,t
+

1

2
V2,t

∂2

∂V 2
2,t

.

Here r and q refer to the constant risk free interest rate and the continuous
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.

Assumption that the solution U = Uε,δ can be expressed in the following form

Uε,δ = U0,0 +
√
δU0,1 +

√
εU1,0 + δU0,2 + εU2,0 + · · · (4)

leads to the asymptotic expansion method. Such method was described in
Fouque et al [7] for a similar but simpler model of asset price process. After
putting the expansion (4) into the partial differential equation (2), we obtain
systems of differential equations solutions to which yield the unknown coeffi-
cients Ui,j for expansion (4).

The first order approximation presented with details by Canhanga et al. [1]
gives the European option price by

Ũε,δ = U0,0 + Uε
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Here the brackets 〈·〉 denotes the averaging over the invariant distribution Π
of the process V1,t, i.e.

〈f(·, v2)〉 =
∫

f(·, v2)Π(dv1).

Using the above definition, the average effective volatility is represented by

σ2(v2) =

∫
(v1 + v2)Π(dv1).

The function φ which depend on v1 and v2 is a smooth function that solves the
following equation

L0φ(v1, v2) = f2(v1, v2)− σ2(v2).
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To obtain UBS we need to have σ(v2) which is estimated from the spot
market data. To obtain U δ

0,1 and Uε
1,0 we need to have parameters Θδ(v2)

and Υ ε(v2) which depends on the slow volatility v2. These parameters must be
calibrated to the observed implied volatility surface. The term UBS contribute
to the approximation independently of the two volatilities components. The
influence of the fast time scale is expressed by Υ ε(v2). On the other hand, the
slow time scale comes on the parameter Θδ(v2). The parameter Υ ε(v2) also
express the influence of correlation between Wiener process W1 and W3 while
Θδ(v2) does the same for Wiener processes W2 and W4.

In this paper we study the accuracy of the approximation formula (5). We
start with calibrating the parameters needed for our first order approximation
formula (5) using a procedure well explained by Fouque et al. [7]. Then we
compute European option prices using our model and compare our results to
the approximated European options prices obtained by Chiarella and Ziveyi
[2].

2 Accuracy of first order approximation

Procedure on studying the accuracy

1. Construct the residual;
2. Represent probabilistically the residual using Feynman-Kac formula and

therefore obtain boundaries;
3. Study the influence on the asset price St, of the fast volatility factor V1,t

and the slow volatility factor V2,t for 0 < δ << 1 and 0 < ε << 1 and fixed
(tSt, v1, v2).

Lemma 1. Assume that the process V1,t with infinitesimal generator given by
equation (3) admits moments of any order uniformly in t; i.e

sup
t

E∗{|V1,t|k} ≤ C(k).

Assume also that the process V2,t admits moments of any order uniformly in
t ≤ T ; i.e

sup
t≤T

E∗{|V2,t|k} ≤ C(T, k)

then, if J(v1, v2) is polynomially growing for any v1 and v2 and t ≤ T there
exists a constant C such that for ε ≤ 1 and δ ≤ 1

E∗
St, v1, v2

|J(V1,t, V2,t)| ≤ C.

The proof of this lemma can be found in Fouque et al. [7].
Let us impose the following assumptions:

1. Processes St, V1,t, V2,t exist and are unique for fixed (ε, δ) and are solutions
of the system under risk neutral probability measure which is equivalent to
solution of the system described in equations (1).

2. The market prices of risk are bounded and the conditions of Lemma 1 hold.

3. The process V1,t is mean reverting and has a unique invariant distribution.
4. Function f(v1, v2) is smooth such that φ (the solution of Poisson equation)

is polynomially growing.
5. The payoff function h(x) and its derivatives are smooth and bounded.
6. The family J must include functions

φ,
√

V1,t, θ1 − V1,t,
√

V2,t, θ2 − V2,t.

Theorem 1. Under the above assumptions, for small enough ε and δ there is
a constant C such that

∣∣∣Uε,δ − Ũε,δ
∣∣∣ ≤ C(ε+ δ)

for fixed (t, St, v1, v2) where Uε,δ and Ũε,δ are respectively the exact and the
approximate solution of problem (1).

Proof Before we prove the theorem, let us consider a higher-order approxima-
tion for the solution of problem (1)

Ûε,δ = Ũε,δ + εU2,0 + ε
√
εU3,0 +

√
δ(
√
εU1,1 + εU2,1)

= U0,0 +
√
εU1,0 + εU2,0 + ε

√
εU3,0 +

√
δ(U0,1 +

√
εU1,1 + εU2,1)

where U0,0 = UBS , U1,0 and U0,1 are defined in equation (6). The other Ui,j

coefficients of the above approximation are defined by

U2,0 = − 1
2φD2UBS + C2,0(t, St, v2)

U1,1 = (T−t)

3
√
εδ

D1D2Υ
ε(v2)Θ

δ(v2)
∂UBS

∂σ(v2)

U2,1 = − 1
2φD2U0,1 + C2,1(t, St, v2)

U3,0 = 1
2ρ13ψD1D2UBS − 1

2φD2U1,0 + C3,0(t, St, v2).

Here the function ψ is the solution of the following partial differential equation

L2ψ = v1
∂

∂v1
ψ − 〈v1 −

∂ψ

∂v1
〉

and C2,0, C2,1, C3,0 are integration constants obtained from the integration of
U2,0, U2,1 and U3,0 respectively.

Now we define the residual

Rε,δ = Uε,δ − Ûε,δ

and we apply the operator

Lε,δ =
1

ε
L0 +

1√
ε
L1 + L2 +

√
δM1 + δM2
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on both sides of the residual, and considering that from the Feynman- Kac
theorem

Lε,δUε,δ = 0.

We then obtain

Lε,δRε,δ + Lε,δÛε,δ = 0.

The above can be written as

Lε,δRε,δ + εRε
1 +

√
εδRε

2 + δ(Rε
3 +Rδ

4) = 0

where

Rε
1 =

(
L1U3,0 + L2U2,0 +

√
εL2U3,0

)
,

Rε
2 =

(
M1U1,0 + L1U2,1 + L2U1,1 + εM1U3,0 +

√
εL2U2,1

)
,

Rε
3 =

[
M1U0,1 +M2U0,0 +

√
ε (M1U1,1 +M2U1,0)

]
,

Rδ
4 = δ

√
ε
(
εM2U3,0 +

√
δM2U1,1

)
+ δ

√
δ (M2U0,1 + εM2U2,1) .

Using terminal conditions for U0,0, U0,1, U1,0 at maturity T the residual will
be

Rε,δ(T, St, v1, v2) = −ε(U2,0+
√
εU3,0)(T, St, v1, v2)−

√
εδ(U1,1+

√
εU2,1)(T, St, v1, v2)

that can be expressed as

Rε,δ(T, St, v1, v2) = εGε
1(St, v1, v2) +

√
εδGε

2(St, v1, v2)

for

Gε
1(St, v1, v2) = −(U2,0 +

√
εU3,0)(T, St, v1, v2)

and

Gε
2(St, v1, v2) = −(U1,1 +

√
εU2,1)(T, St, v1, v2).

If we use Feynman-Kac probability representation formula we can express
the residual in terms of the expected values of discounting time t ofGε

1(St, v1, v2)
and Gε

2(St, v1, v2) functions given St, V1,t, V2,t under risk neutral probability
measure, i.e.

Rε,δ = εE∗e−r(T−t)Gε
1(ST , V1,T , V2,T )+

εE∗
T∫
t

e−r(x−t)Rε
1(x, Sx, V1,x, V2,x)dx|St, V1,t, V2,t+

√
εδE∗e−r(T−t)Gε

2(ST , V1,T , V2,T )+
√
εδE∗

T∫
t

e−r(x−t)Rε
2(x, Sx, V1,x, V2,x)dx|St, V1,t, V2,t+

δ

(
T∫
t

e−r(x−t)Rε
3(x, Sx, V1,x, V2,x)dx|St, V1,t, V2,t

)
+

T∫
t

e−r(x−t)Rδ
4(x, Sx, V1,x, V2,x)dx|St, V1,t, V2,t.

Since Ri are sums of Ui,j they are smooth functions of time, asset price and
the two volatility components. For 0 < δ << 1 and 0 < ε << 1 the functions
Ri are bounded by smooth functions of time, asset price and the two volatility
components. Such functions are independent of ε and δ; uniformly bounded in
t, St, v2 and at most linearly growing in v1.

From the assumptions in our model, the residuals Ri and the functions
Gε

1(St, v1, v2), G
ε
2(St, v1, v2) are bounded in St and at most polynomially grow-

ing in v1, v2. Therefore they satisfy conditions from Lemma 1 and hence

∣∣∣Uε,δ − Ũε,δ
∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣Uε,δ − Ûε,δ + Ûε,δ − Ũε,δ
∣∣∣

≤
∣∣Rε,δ

∣∣+
∣∣∣Ûε,δ − Ũε,δ

∣∣∣

≤ ε |Rε
1|+

√
εδ |Rε

2|+ δ |Rε
3|+

∣∣Rδ
4

∣∣

≤ C1ε+ C2

√
εδ + C3δ + C4

≤ (ε+ δ)C5.

3 Adjustment to volatilities and calibration

In this section we calibrate our model parameters in our first order approxima-
tion formula (5) to real market data obtained from Nasdaq Nordic Exchange
website on ABB stock call options. For illustrative proposes in Table 1 we
present part of the used data. The notation Eij j = 1, · · · ,m stands for the
jth exercise price for an option with time-to-maturity τi = Ti − t, i = 1 · · · , n,
where m and n are positive integers. We consider only call options with time
to maturity less than two years and exercise price varying from 130 to 150 SEK
(Swedish Kronor). The initial ABB stock price is S0 = 148.3 and the risk-free
interest rates is constant and we assume to be equal 5%.

Since we relaxed the Black-Scholes assumptions of constant volatility by
introducing stochastic volatility, we will adjust the observed option price to the
volatility by converting the option price into its implied volatility (the value of
volatility for an underlying asset that in an option pricing model returns the
current market price of the option).

3.1 The calibration procedure

From Table 1 at a certain time to maturity τi we have exercise prices Eij ,
j = 1 · · · ,m. For a fixed τi, the implied volatility for exercise price Ei,j is
denoted by I(τi, Ei,j).

Holding the time to maturity constant, different exercise prices result into
different market option prices. Same applies if we hold exercise price constant
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Ri are bounded by smooth functions of time, asset price and the two volatility
components. Such functions are independent of ε and δ; uniformly bounded in
t, St, v2 and at most linearly growing in v1.

From the assumptions in our model, the residuals Ri and the functions
Gε

1(St, v1, v2), G
ε
2(St, v1, v2) are bounded in St and at most polynomially grow-

ing in v1, v2. Therefore they satisfy conditions from Lemma 1 and hence
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∣∣∣
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∣∣Rε,δ

∣∣+
∣∣∣Ûε,δ − Ũε,δ

∣∣∣

≤ ε |Rε
1|+

√
εδ |Rε

2|+ δ |Rε
3|+

∣∣Rδ
4
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≤ C1ε+ C2

√
εδ + C3δ + C4

≤ (ε+ δ)C5.

3 Adjustment to volatilities and calibration

In this section we calibrate our model parameters in our first order approxima-
tion formula (5) to real market data obtained from Nasdaq Nordic Exchange
website on ABB stock call options. For illustrative proposes in Table 1 we
present part of the used data. The notation Eij j = 1, · · · ,m stands for the
jth exercise price for an option with time-to-maturity τi = Ti − t, i = 1 · · · , n,
where m and n are positive integers. We consider only call options with time
to maturity less than two years and exercise price varying from 130 to 150 SEK
(Swedish Kronor). The initial ABB stock price is S0 = 148.3 and the risk-free
interest rates is constant and we assume to be equal 5%.

Since we relaxed the Black-Scholes assumptions of constant volatility by
introducing stochastic volatility, we will adjust the observed option price to the
volatility by converting the option price into its implied volatility (the value of
volatility for an underlying asset that in an option pricing model returns the
current market price of the option).

3.1 The calibration procedure

From Table 1 at a certain time to maturity τi we have exercise prices Eij ,
j = 1 · · · ,m. For a fixed τi, the implied volatility for exercise price Ei,j is
denoted by I(τi, Ei,j).

Holding the time to maturity constant, different exercise prices result into
different market option prices. Same applies if we hold exercise price constant



Option
Nr.

i j τi Ei,j Market Price Cij

1 1 1 0.13 132.5 16.75

2 1 2 0.13 135 14.5

3 1 3 0.13 137.5 12.0

4 1 4 0.13 140 9.25

5 2 1 0.27 135 12.5

6 2 2 0.27 137.5 10.25

7 2 3 0.27 140 8.25

8 2 4 0.27 142.5 6.25

9 3 1 0.43 135 12.75

10 3 2 0.43 137.5 11.5

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
104 26 4 0.89 147.5 7.5

Table 1. A part of the used data on ABB call options prices, S0 = 148.3

but let the time to maturity vary. Therefore we compute the matrix of log-
moneyness to maturity ratio LMMRij for option with time to maturity τi and
exercise price Eij

LMMRij =
1

τi
ln

(
Eij

St

)
(7)

for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m and usually n < m since the changes are less
influenced by time comparing with respect to price. For the set of points

{I(τ1, E1,j), I(τ2, E2,j), · · · , I(τn, En,j)}

we can apply the log-moneyness to maturity ratio matrix given by (7) and
obtain an equation for the implied volatility and solve it using the least squares
method.

3.2 Calibration of the first order approximation

Let us define the implied volatility as the solution for I in the following equation

UBS(I) = Ci,j , (8)

where UBS(I) is the option price given by Black-Scholes two-dimensional for-
mula at volatility level I and Ci,j is the market call option price with time to
maturity τi and exercise price Ei,j . Under the assumption that the system of
stochastic differential equations (1) is a realistic model of asset price dynamic,
the market price Cij should be equal to the price given by system (1). To
adjust the model results to the traded values we need to study the difference
I−σ between the implied volatility and the volatility used to compute the two
dimensional Black-Scholes prices,

I − σ =
√
εI1,0 +

√
δI0,1 + · · · . (9)

For simplicity hereafter we write τ, LMMR, σ, E, as shortened form for τi,
LMMRij , σ(v2), Eij , respectively. Therefore

UBS(I) = UBS(σ) + (
√
εI1,0 +

√
δI0,1)

∂UBS(σ)

∂σ
+ · · · .

Considering that the prices given by the above equation must be the same
obtained by equation (5) we will have

UBS(I) = UBS +

(
τΘδD1 +

1

σ
Υ εD1

)
∂UBS

∂σ
+ · · · .

The previous equation is true only if

√
εI1,0

∂UBS(σ)

∂σ
=

1

σ
Υ εD1

∂UBS

∂σ
(10)

and √
δI0,1

∂UBS(σ)

∂σ
= τΘδD1

∂UBS

∂σ
. (11)

The two equations above can also be expressed with the uses of Vega - Gamma
relations; i.e.

∂UBS(σ)

∂σ
= τσS2

t

∂2UBS(σ)

∂S2
t

as

√
εI1,0 =

Υ ε

2σ

(
1− 2r

(σ)
2

)
+

Υ ε

(σ)
3

ln
(

E
St

)

τ
(12)

and
√
δI0,1 = τ

Θδ

2

(
1− 2r

(σ)
2

)
+ τ

Θδ

(σ)
2

ln
(
E
s

)

τ
(13)

hold. The difference between the implied volatility and the volatility on the
approximation given in equation (9) and the representations of I0,1 and I1,0
presented in equations (12) and (13) allow as to express the implied volatility
as

I = aε1 + τaδ0 +
(
τaδ2 + aε3

)
LMMR (14)

where

aε1 = σ +
Υ ε

2σ

(
1− 2r

(σ)
2

)
; aδ0 =

Θδ

2

(
1− 2r

(σ)
2

)
; aδ2 =

Θδ

(σ)
2 ; aε3 =

Υ ε

(σ)
3 .

Since there is a correlation between the underlying asset price and the volatility
factors, aε1 will correct σ in order to incorporate the effects of the fast volatility
factor while aδ0 does the same for the effects of the slow volatility factor.

The definition of aε1 and the fact that the considered terms have orders up
to

√
ε and

√
δ gives

aε1 = σ +O(
√
ε)
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or

σ = aε1 + aε3

(
(aε1)

2

2
− r

)
. (15)

On the other hand the fact that

Υ ε

(σ)
3 = aε3

implies that
Υ ε(v2) = aε3 (σ)

3
= aε3 (a

ε
1)

3
, (16)

and
Θδ(v2) = aδ2 (σ)

2
. (17)

Using the matrix defined by equation (7) into equation (14) it remains to
estimate the slope aδ0 + aδ2LMMR and the intercept aε1 + aε3LMMR.

From equation (14) it is obvious that I(τi, Eij) depends on LMMRij . Using
the least squares method we can find a line that will fit the set of points
(I(τi, Eij), LMMRij) . We start by searching for αi and βi such that

Q(αi, βi) =
m∑

j

(
I(τi, Eij)− αiLMMRij − βi

)2
.

The αi
min and βi

min which minimize Q(αi, βi) are given by

βi
min = I(τi, Eij)− αi

minLMMRij

and

αi
min =

m∑
j=1

LMMRij

(
I(τi, Eij)− I(τi, Eij)

)

m∑
j=1

LMMRij

(
LMMRij − LMMRij

) .

where LMMRij and I(τi, Eij) are respectively the averages of LMMR and
implied volatilities for a given i. For each τi there is one α

i
min, therefore we can

construct with least squares method an linear estimator for such relation; i.e,
we can determine the intercept

aεmin = αi
min − aδ2τ i

and the slope

aδmin =

m∑
j=1

τiα
i
min − αi

min

m∑
j=1

τi(τi − τ i)
.

which minimizes

R(aδ, aε) =
m∑

j=1

(
αi
min − (aδτi + aε)

)2
.

The same approach for βi
min gives

bεmin = βi
min − bδminτ i

and

bδmin =

m∑
j=1

τiβ
i
min − βi

min

m∑
j=1

τi(τi − τ i)
.

In equations (16) and (17) parameters aε1, a
δ
2, a

ε
3 are replaced by bεmin, a

δ
min, a

ε
min

respectively and are used to express Θδ and Υ ε that are used to construct our
approximate solution.

3.3 Numerical Analysis

We consider S0 = 148.3, r = 0.05 and exercise prices changing from 130 SEK
to 150 SEK. In Figure 1(a) we show the dependence of the implied volatility
on the time to maturity and the exercise prices. As expected, the volatility
changes very smoothly while far from the maturity time, and when approxi-
mating the maturity time, it can be seen that the implied volatility changes are
more significant. Although we are using different data set and different option
pricing model, the behaviour of the implied volatility that we obtain is very
similar to the volatility behaviour obtained by Fouque et al. [7].

We check the pattern between the implied volatilities and the option prices.
Since the values of implied volatility are too small comparing to those of the
options price, to be able to obtain them on the same plot and observe their
patterns, in Figure 1(b), instead of options prices and volatilities we consider
normalized options prices and volatilities. As expected, these two components
are changing inversely, this can be seen in the Figure 1(b).

The validation of our model is done by comparing the results obtained
from the asymptotic expansion approximation and those obtained by Chiarella
and Ziveyi [2]. From the setup of our model, the values of ε and δ must be
considered to be small. If we make ε smaller than δ then it becomes more clear
that the speed of reversion of V1,t will be much faster than the reverting speed
for the process V2,t. We observe that when we fix δ but make ε smaller the
option price approximation becomes closer to those obtained by Chiarella and
Ziveyi. Figure 2(a) depicts such situation. A similar scenario is observed when
ε is fixed and δ is decreasing. We also observe that ε has more influence than
δ on fitting our results to those presented by Chiarella and Ziveyi. That is,
even for small values of δ as shown in Figure 2(b), so long as the parameter ε
is not sufficiently small, our model produces results that are not converging to
Chiarella and Ziveyi results.

We define the relative difference of our approximation and Chiarella and
Ziveyi method by

error(ε, δ) =

∣∣∣∣∣∣
Ũε,δ − UCZ

max
(
Ũε,δ, UCZ

)

∣∣∣∣∣∣
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where UCZ gives the option price obtained by using Chiarella and Ziveyi [2]
approach. The relative difference in the options prices between both approaches
for various pairs of ε and δ are presented in Table 2. Each column lists out the
error(ε, δ) for options under consideration for a particular pair of (ε, δ).

From Table 2 we can see that for small values of ε and δ the options prices
given by asymptotic expansion approximation formula are very close to those
presented when we consider Chiarella and Ziveyi model. This fact confirm that
our asymptotic expansion approximation gives plausible results.

ε = 0.008
δ = 0.2

ε =
0.000008
δ = 0.2

ε = 0.00008
δ = 0.0002

0.01712 0.0015 0.0009

0.0118 0.0001 0.0011

0.0245 0.0022 0.0000

0.0021 0.0014 0.0007

0.0460 0.0010 0.0017

0.0111 0.0017 0.0004

0.0514 0.0056 0.0001

0.0167 0.0002 0.0002

0.0221 0.0001 0.0081

0.0030 0.0037 0.0013

Table 2. Illustration of the error obtained for different values of ε and δ

4 Conclusions and future work

The calibration procedure for our first-order asymptotic expansion approxi-
mation formula has shown to be convenient. The accuracy of the obtained
approximation results is also plausible. With small margin of errors our ap-
proximation formula price is fitting the European option price calculated by
the Chiarella and Ziveyi approach. We recommend that more extensive studies
should be done, by considering a wider selection of stocks and options, in order
to confirm the efficiency and accuracy of our method. Further numerical stud-
ies can be carried out to analyze how the parameters affect the approximation
accuracy and also to study how much improvement one can get by using a
second-order asymptotic expansion.
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where UCZ gives the option price obtained by using Chiarella and Ziveyi [2]
approach. The relative difference in the options prices between both approaches
for various pairs of ε and δ are presented in Table 2. Each column lists out the
error(ε, δ) for options under consideration for a particular pair of (ε, δ).

From Table 2 we can see that for small values of ε and δ the options prices
given by asymptotic expansion approximation formula are very close to those
presented when we consider Chiarella and Ziveyi model. This fact confirm that
our asymptotic expansion approximation gives plausible results.

ε = 0.008
δ = 0.2

ε =
0.000008
δ = 0.2

ε = 0.00008
δ = 0.0002

0.01712 0.0015 0.0009

0.0118 0.0001 0.0011

0.0245 0.0022 0.0000

0.0021 0.0014 0.0007

0.0460 0.0010 0.0017

0.0111 0.0017 0.0004

0.0514 0.0056 0.0001

0.0167 0.0002 0.0002

0.0221 0.0001 0.0081

0.0030 0.0037 0.0013

Table 2. Illustration of the error obtained for different values of ε and δ

4 Conclusions and future work

The calibration procedure for our first-order asymptotic expansion approxi-
mation formula has shown to be convenient. The accuracy of the obtained
approximation results is also plausible. With small margin of errors our ap-
proximation formula price is fitting the European option price calculated by
the Chiarella and Ziveyi approach. We recommend that more extensive studies
should be done, by considering a wider selection of stocks and options, in order
to confirm the efficiency and accuracy of our method. Further numerical stud-
ies can be carried out to analyze how the parameters affect the approximation
accuracy and also to study how much improvement one can get by using a
second-order asymptotic expansion.
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1 Introduction

We know that financial data series change quite dramatically at some irregular
time intervals compared to that exhibited previously due to different reasons,
such as financial crises or government policy changes. The phenomenon, where
a series could change over time in terms of its mean value, its volatility, or to
what extent its current value is known as structural break in a series (see Knight
and Satchell [12]) and it can be seen in electricity price series. Also, as Weron
[14] argued, we cannot simply consider electricity price series as other financial
or commodity markets. This depends on its economically impossibility stor-
age and a constant balance needed between production and consumption for
power system stability. Generally, the electricity prices’ behavior in different
states appears to be rather different to other commodities because it is a spe-
cial one (Weron [15]). The cause is its unique and some specific characteristics
which cannot be observed in any other maket, here we recall that electricity
demand depends on weather and intensity of everyday activities. Because of
these findings, a Markov Regime-Switching model has got its popularity in
fitting electricity price series. Ethier and Mount [5] are the first who applied
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the Markov-RS models to electricity prices when they suggested a two state
specification in which both regimes were governed by AR(1) price processes
and ended saying that there was strong empirical support for the existence of
different means and variances in the two regimes [16]. Huisman and Mahieu
[9] proposed a regime-switching model with three possible regimes in which
the initial jump regime was immediately followed by the reversing regime and
then moved back to the base regime. Consequently, their model did not al-
low for consecutive high prices and hence did not offer any obvious advantage
over jump-diffusion models. They suggested that the regime-switching model
is much richer in specifying the electricity price dynamics than different models
used before. Gray [6] suggested a model which accommodates time-varying con-
ditional moments mean reversion and conditional heteroskedasticity with each
regime. His Markov GARCH model goes beyond the Markov ARCH models of
Cai (1994) [4] and Hamilton and Susmel (1994) [8]. The conditional variances
are made flexible enough to incorporate the important persistence associated
with GARCH effects.
All these motivated us and thus, in this paper we are trying to understand how
a regime shift or regime switching GARCH model in the parameters can ex-
plain the structural break behavior for NordPool Spot electricity price series.
We prefer the use of GARCH model instead of using ARCH model because
GARCH is more parsimonious, and avoids overfittting according to Brooks [3].
A RS-GARCH model is applied to our data. An unobserved state variable
St ∈ 1, 2, which selects the model parameters is inserted and the (2 x 2) tran-
sition matrix P = (pij) contains the probabilities pij of switching from regime
i at time t − 1 to regime j at time t, for i, j = {1, 2}. We can make infer-
ences on the unobserved state variable st using all the information from the
sample once that we have estimated the model parameters. In the used model,
we choose to assume that there exist two regimes based on the argument of
Bauwens [1]. We call the one the regular regime where the volatility is low
and the other the non-regular regime where the volatility is high. To identify
a non-regular regime we use three criteria: intercountry price difference cri-
terion, capacity/flow difference criterion and spikes-in-Finland criterion which
are detailed in the section four. Our research paper is organised as follows.
The data and the model used are described in Sections 2 and 3 respectively.
Section 4 presents our methodology of regime splitting using our three criteria.
Parameter estimation and the validity of the model is discussed in Section 5
and conclusions are presented in Section 6.

2 Nord Pool Spot data overview

The Nordic Power Exchange (Nord Pool Spot: http://www.nordpoolspot.com
[17] ) is the single power market for Norway, Denmark, Sweden, Finland and a
northern region of Germany. In this paper, the data used are covering daily ob-
servations from 01 January 1999 to 11 March 2009 which give almost ten years
data series; then they cover around 3700 observations. Variables are; prices,
flow and capacity for both Sweden and Finland only. Finland and Sweden in-
terest our study because the main considerable amount of electricity which is

used in these two countries comes from Norway, then part is transmitted within
Sweden and part is forwarded to Finland. Thus in case of any congestion in
the power grid between Sweden and Finland we expect the Finnish area price
(EUR/MWh) to rise. The transmission capacity here is related on the measure
of the output performance of a power plant and its unit of measure is MW.
The flow is defined as the capacity produced during a certain time period and
its unit of measure is MWh/h.

3 The Regime-Switching GARCH (RS-GARCH) model

We will use the RS-GARCH model to model the logarithmic return rt = ln Pt

Pt−1

where Pt is the electricity price at time t because the return process rt is known
as mean-stationary. We start introducing the standard GARCH(1,1) model
developed by Bollerslev [2]:

rt = µ1 + εt = µ1 + σtut

σ2
t = ω1 + β1σ

2
t−1 + α1ε

2
t−1,

In the RS-GARCH model, the coefficients µ1, ω1, β1 α1 are allowed to be state-
dependent. We use the specifications of the RS-GARCH model described in
Bauwens et al. [1] as follows:

rt = µst + εt = µst + σtut

σ2
t = ωst + βstσ

2
t−1 + αstε

2
t−1, (1)

pjt = P (st = j/Ft−1) = pjt(Ft−1), j = 1, 2

where ut ∼ i.i.d. N (0,1), Ft is the minimal σ-field with respect to which the
random variables rt, · · · , r1 are measurable and st= 1, 2 refers to the regime 1
(regular regime) and 2 (non-regular regime) respectively. More specifically, for
the (regime 1) regular regime, we have

rt = µ1 + εt = µ1 + σtut

σ2
t = ω1 + β1σ

2
t−1 + α1ε

2
t−1,

and for the (regime 2) non-regular one

rt = µ2 + εt = µ2 + σtut

σ2
t = ω2 + β2σ

2
t−1 + α2ε

2
t−1.

The transition probability matrix has four elements; where p11 is the probability
to stay in the regular regime, p12 is the probability to move from regular regime
to non-regular regime, p21 is the probability to move from non-regular regime
to regular regime and p22 is the probability to stay in the non-regular regime.
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4 Regime Splitting

In this section, we investigate the regime splitting using three different criteria,
namely the intercountry price difference criterion, capacity/flow difference cri-
terion and spikes-in-Finland criterion. We have regular and non-regular regimes
and the three criteria are defined to caracterise the non-regular regime.

4.1 Non-regular regime by intercountry price difference criterion

Sweden and Finland interest also our study because their prices look almost
similar. This can be seen in Fig. (1), where also two important stylized facts
of electricity prices: extreme volatility and price spikes for both countries are
observed. The non-regular regime using the intercountry price difference cri-
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Fig. 1. Finnish and Swedish prices combined.

terion is related to prices on days where Finnish and Swedish prices differ by
more than 4 (EUR/MWh). We tried with results where the difference between
Finnish and Swedish prices is equal to 0, 1, 2, 3 and 4 euros and the latter seems
to be the most realistic. In total, we have all the 3712 observations where after
separation of the equal and not equal prices we obtain, 3589 observations in the
regular regime and 123 observations for non-regular regime. Thus, after split-
ting into regimes with the value related to 4 euros, we plot prices in regimes in
Fig. (2). The computed basic statistics show us that the mean, maximum and
minimum are: for Finnish prices (30.3270; 122.9892; 6.3017) and for Swedish
prices (30.3642; 122.9892; 4.0200). In Fig. (3), we have the prices splitted into
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Fig. 2. Price scatter plots for regimes split by price difference.

the two regimes for both countries.
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4.2 Non-regular regime by capacity/flow difference criterion

One of the many reasons that cause the price changes is the difference between
capacity and flow. When this later is zero ( d = Capacity-Flow = 0) we expect
that there are congestions and thus price changes [13]. Always capacity is
greater or equal to flow, thus d ≥ 0. In Fig. (4), we have the plotted Finnish
flow and capacity considering the two regimes. The capacity/flow difference
non-regular regime groups all the prices that occur on days when transmission
capacity from Sweden to Finland saturates. Here we define saturation as when
the absolute value of the difference between capacity and flow is less or equal
to 10000 (i.e d ≤ 10000). We decided this value because when the absolute
value is exactly equal to zero: d = 0, we have few values and the non-regular
regime seems not to be there. In Fig. (5), we can see how the two regimes are
split where the regular regime contains 3232 observations and 480 for the non-
regular regime. Thus the regular regime is made by all the observations when
(d ≥ 10000) the difference between capacity and flow is greater than 10000 (see
Fig. (6)).
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regime seems not to be there. In Fig. (5), we can see how the two regimes are
split where the regular regime contains 3232 observations and 480 for the non-
regular regime. Thus the regular regime is made by all the observations when
(d ≥ 10000) the difference between capacity and flow is greater than 10000 (see
Fig. (6)).
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4.3 Non-regular regime by spikes-in-Finland criterion

Another interesting fact in electicity market is price spikes. After every spike,
many markets usually are interested to find the main cause of that spike. For
the regime splitting by spikes-in-Finland criterion, we are considering the non-
regular regime as a group of all prices that are mathematically considered as
spikes. The problem here is that the prices are not stationary, thus we cannot
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Fig. 7. Regimes split by spikes-in-finland criterion.

consider spikes as those prices not lying in a considered α-confidence interval
around the mean. We choose to work with a window arround the price under
consideration avoiding to consider the whole price time series. Our spikes are
price observations that are greater than the local mean level by more than twice
the standard deviation [10]. There are many observations which seem to be
spikes by eyes but mathematically they are not. In Fig. (8), we represent the

regime spilt by spikes occurences in Finland. The considered window is made
of 100 observations and the standard deviation σ = 1.5.
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4.4 Correlation and Co-occurence relationship between the three
criteria

We have proposed three criteria for the non-regular regime and we expect
that there exist some correlations between these three types of non-regular
regime variables. In this section, we study the correlation and the co-occurence
relationships lying between our three regime-splitting criteria. We use two
different measures, namely the mean-square contingent coefficient Φ and the
co-occurence coefficient Ψ . Let criteria 1, 2 and 3 be the intercountry price
difference criterion, the capacity/flow difference criterion and the spikes-in-
finland criterion respectively.

Definition 1. Let Ri, i = 1, 2, 3 be binary random variables that take value
1 if the non-regular regime is ON by the ith criterion and 0 if the non-regular
regime is OFF by the ith criterion.

We study the relationship among the three criteria by inspecting the following
correlation measures for the random variable Ri, i = 1, 2, 3. Thus, three cor-
relations will be computed as ratios between two cases when both/all regimes
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finland criterion respectively.

Definition 1. Let Ri, i = 1, 2, 3 be binary random variables that take value
1 if the non-regular regime is ON by the ith criterion and 0 if the non-regular
regime is OFF by the ith criterion.

We study the relationship among the three criteria by inspecting the following
correlation measures for the random variable Ri, i = 1, 2, 3. Thus, three cor-
relations will be computed as ratios between two cases when both/all regimes



are ON with number. We use binary variables because our variables are not
continous and when talking about correlation of binary variables it is not as
informative to use the classical Pearson correlation, as in case of continuous
variables [13]. However, we do compute those numbers to get a sufficient view
on the regime dependencies.

Definition 2. Consider a pair of binary random variables Ri and Rj . The
mean-square contingency coefficient is defined as Φ = N11N00−N10N01√

N1.N0.N.0N.1
, where

N1. + N0. = N.1 + N.0 = N with N being the total number of observations,
Nk. = Nk1 + Nk0 , (k = 0, 1); N.l = N1l + N0l , (l = 0, 1); Nkl (k, l=0, 1) is
the number of observations where Ri is ON or OFF and Rj is ON or OFF for
i, j = 1, 2, 3.

R1 −R2 R1 −R3 R2 −R3 R1 −R2 −R3

Φ 0.1798 0.1379 0.0401

Ψ 0.8677 0.9364 0.8440 0.8241

Table 1. Mean-square contingency coefficients (Φ) for occurrences of ON states and
Co-occurrences (Ψ) of regimes with respect to the three criteria.

Observing how regime time instances are occurring in Fig. (10), when con-
sidering the three criteria, we find that it is also better to measure their co-
occurrences as the considered regime variables are binary. As we know, mea-
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Fig. 10. Time instances when the non-regular regime is ON with respect to different
criteria.

suring co-occurences helps us to see whether the considered pair is occuring
simultaneousely or not. In our case we will be able to compare the login be-
haviour of two considered non-regular regime criteria.

Remark 1. For binary random variables, the classical Pearson coefficient re-
duces to the mean-square contingency coefficient defined above.

Definition 3. For binary random variables, we define co-occurrence coefficient
as a ratio between cases when both/all random variables are concordant with
respect to the total number of observations using the following formulae:

• Co-occurrences;

ΨRi−Rj
=

N(Ri = Rj)

N
, where i, j = 1, 2, 3 and i �= j;

ΨR1−R2−R3
=

N(R1 = R2 = R3)

N
.

In Table ( 1), we compute the mean-square contingency coefficients (Φ) by con-
sidering three variants of numbers. The obtained values are slightly positive
mostly due to the many simultaneous OFF states in all regime criteria, all these
values are statistically insignificant. For co-occurrence, the results are high be-
cause of many OFF simultaneous cases for all regimes: the non-regular regime
with intercountry price difference criterion has 123 ON instances, with capacity
flow difference criterion it has 480 ON cases and with spikes-in-Finland there
are 161 occurrences, all are out of 3712 observations, so with many simulta-
neous zeros we get high co-occurrence’s values. We can see that according to
the Ψ -values are high. This means that our non-regular regime criteria are not
correlated pairwise and we note that the Φ-values might be misleading in the
interpretation of the dependence between Ri and Rj , i, j = 1, 2, 3. For the
co-occurrence coefficients, we observe that all the obtained values are highly
significant and we remind that co-occurrence is for cases when both/all non-
regular regimes are concordant with respect to the total number of observations
N . Thus for the three criteria there is a high probability for each pair to occur
simultaneously.

5 Estimation of Parameters and validity of the model

In this section we talk about the estimation of our RS-GARCH model pa-
rameters Θ = {µ1, µ2, ω1, ω2, β1, β2, α1, α2} and the transition probabilities
(p11, p22) in order to evaluate how important our model is.

5.1 Model Parameters Estimation

As we have preferred the assumption of only two regimes, the estimation of
our model parameters becomes feasible. This is because the number of possi-
ble regime paths grows exponentially with t when we consider many regimes
and it leads us to an enormous number of paths to t. By the law of iterated

expectations, the conditional variance σ2
t−1 {rt} equals to Et−1[σ

2
t−1

{
εt/F̃t

}
].

The interesting point here is that the conditional variance depends only on a
small number of regimes which can be integrated out in the likelihood quite
easily [8]. With this assumption of two regimes, the problem of path depen-
dence is no longer a problem for us [6]. We estimate our RS-GARCH model by
maximum likelihood. The sample log-likelihood function to be used is given by∑2

t=1 log(pt−1(rt)) and with this all the parameters in our RS-GARCH model
can be estimated [11]. Here pt−1(rt) is a mixture of two t-densities. We decide
to work with the capacity/flow difference criterion to do the Regime-Switching
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because it is where we have a higher number of ON instances (480), compared
to other two criteria. To have better results price series have been converted
into return series and then split into two regimes (see Fig. 11).
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Fig. 11. Finnish returns which correspond to regular and non-regular regimes by
capacity/flow difference criterion.

Parameter µ1 µ2 ω1 ω2 β1 β2 α1 α2 p11 p22

Result 0.0070 0.0012 0.0040 0.0005 0.5449 0.7941 0.2805 0.2059 0.9808 0.8685

Table 2. Model Parameters Estimations.

By the estimation of transition probabilities, we remark from the Table 2 that
the probability p22 to stay in the non-regular regime is considerable but we
remind that we possess only 480 observations in this regime for a total of 3712.
This probability is not a surprise as it can be seen in Fig. 12, where even if
we have not many observations for the non-regular regime, they are grouped
clearly because of factor season. This confirms the fact that electricity is differ-
ent to many commodities. The probability p11 to stay in the regular regime is
the highest value and thus, by our model we can affirm that the prices do not
change a lot to equality. This is because the regular regime represents the case
where the prices are not changing for the difference between Finnish capacity
and flow is almost zero.

5.2 Validity of our RS-GARCH Model

To validate our model, we choose to simulate return prices related to our real
data helped by the basic statistics. After that we estimate their corresponding
parameters and then compare the both sides results namely the real data side
and the simulated data side.

By these results our model can be written as follows:

rt = 0.0070 + εt = 0.0070 + σtut

σ2
t = 0.0040 + 0.5449σ2

t−1 + 0.2805ε2t−1,

for the regular regime and for the non-regular regime we have

rt = 0.0012 + εt = 0.0012 + σtut

σ2
t = 0.0005 + 0.7941σ2

t−1 + 0.2059ε2t−1.

Parameter µ̂1 µ̂2 ω̂1 ω̂2 β̂1 β̂2 α̂1 α̂2 p̂11 p̂22

Result -0.0630 -0.0768 0.6534 0.6160 0 0.0523 0.4039 0.3737 0.8920 0.1188

Table 3. Estimations of simulated parameters.

In Table 3, we remark that for the estimated transition probabilities p̂11 re-
mains the highest and the probability to stay in the non-regular regime is low.
These values are averages because from 10 simulations. We remark also that
the transition probability p̂22 to stay in the non-regular regime is small which
confirms what we expect from real life because once you enter in the regime
where the volatility is high you don’t stay there for a long time. For electricity
price series it is different. The estimation process infers the residuals from the
return series, and fits the model specification to the return series. In Fig. 12
we observe how the results after fitting RS-GARCH(1,1) model to returns for
both regimes. Here we fit our two regimes model to the data related on the
capacity/flow difference criterion.
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Fig. 12. Finnish returns fitted to RS-GARCH(1,1).

We expected that the regular regime is more powerful than the non-regular and
this happens for our model using our NordPool data and the simulated ones.
Based on these results above we say that our RS-GARCH model is valid.
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We expected that the regular regime is more powerful than the non-regular and
this happens for our model using our NordPool data and the simulated ones.
Based on these results above we say that our RS-GARCH model is valid.



6 Conclusions

In this paper, the main problem was to try to find a model which can explain
the structural break behavior of electricity prices. The used data are Nord Pool
daily observations from January 1, 1999 to March 11, 2009 and the variables
are prices, flow and transmission capacity for only Finland and Sweden. We
have suggested two regimes Regular regime and Non-regular regime and we
introduced three criteria: price separation , spikes in Finland separation and
capacity-flow to explain the non-regular regime. Based on these three condi-
tions for the two regimes, we found that all these conditions: price separation,
capacity-flow and spikes-in-Finland don’t seem correlated when we compare
the corresponding time series for Finland and Sweden prices; but they are
highly occuring simultaneously. We decided to work with capacity-flow differ-
ence criterion for our regime switching considering the number of ON instances.
Prices have been converted into returns because prices are not stationary. The
estimation results related to the NordPool data used and those from the simu-
lated data relate each other. The probabilities to stay in one regime or to move
from one regime to another show that p11 is the highest. The conclusion here
is that it is more probable to stay in regular regime when being there than in
non-regular regime or moving from one regime to the other and this is what we
expected. Theoretically, the built Markov Regime Switching GARCH model is
verified.
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6 Conclusions

In this paper, the main problem was to try to find a model which can explain
the structural break behavior of electricity prices. The used data are Nord Pool
daily observations from January 1, 1999 to March 11, 2009 and the variables
are prices, flow and transmission capacity for only Finland and Sweden. We
have suggested two regimes Regular regime and Non-regular regime and we
introduced three criteria: price separation , spikes in Finland separation and
capacity-flow to explain the non-regular regime. Based on these three condi-
tions for the two regimes, we found that all these conditions: price separation,
capacity-flow and spikes-in-Finland don’t seem correlated when we compare
the corresponding time series for Finland and Sweden prices; but they are
highly occuring simultaneously. We decided to work with capacity-flow differ-
ence criterion for our regime switching considering the number of ON instances.
Prices have been converted into returns because prices are not stationary. The
estimation results related to the NordPool data used and those from the simu-
lated data relate each other. The probabilities to stay in one regime or to move
from one regime to another show that p11 is the highest. The conclusion here
is that it is more probable to stay in regular regime when being there than in
non-regular regime or moving from one regime to the other and this is what we
expected. Theoretically, the built Markov Regime Switching GARCH model is
verified.
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1 Appendix 1: Feynman-Kac Theorem

Suppose that xt follows the stochastic process in n dimensions (n ≥ 1)

dxt = µ(xt, t)dt+ σ(xt, t)dW
Q
t

where xt and µ(xt, t) are each vectors of dimension n, WQ
t is a vector of dimen-

sion m of Q-Brownian motion, and σ(xt, t) is a matrix of size n ×m. In other
words

d




x1(t)
...

xn(t)


 =

=




µ1(xt, t)
...

µn(xt, t)


 dt+




σ11(xt, t) · · · σ1m(xt, t)
...

. . .
...

σn1(xt, t) · · · σnm(xt, t)







dWQ
1 (t)
...

dWQ
m(t)


 . (1)

The generator of the process is

A =

n∑

i=1

µi
∂

∂xi
+

1

2

n∑

i=1

n∑

j=1

(σσT )
∂2

∂xi∂xj

where for notational convenience µi = µi(xt, t), σ = σ(xt, t), and (σσT )ij is
element (i, j) of the matrix σσT of size (n× n).
The theorem states that the partial differential equation in V (xt, t) given by

∂V

∂t
+AV (xt, t)− r(xt, t)V (xt, t) = 0 (2)

and with boundary condition V (XT , T ) has solution

V (xt, t) = EQ
[
e−

∫ T
t

r(xu,u)duV (XT , T )|Ft

]
. (3)

This Feynman-Kac theorem can be used in both directions:

1. If we know that xt follows the process in Equation (1) and we are given a
function V (xt, t) with boundary condition V (XT , T ), then we can always
obtain the solution for V (xt, t) as Equation (3).

2. If we know that the solution to V (xt, t) is given by Equation (3) and that
xt follows the process in (1), then we are assured that V (xt, t) satisfies the
Equation (2).
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2 Appendix 2: Girsanov Theorem

The change of measure theorem or the Girsanov theorem says that, under some
technical conditions, a Brownian motion with absolutely continuous drift be-
comes a standard Brownian motion under an equivalent probability measure.
Let

Z(t) = exp

{∫ t

0

θsdWs −
1

2

∫ t

0

θ2sds

}

and let {θt} be an adapted process satisfying the hypotheses of Novikov’s propo-

sition which says that if for each t ≥ 0 ; E exp
{∫ t

0
θ2sds/2

}
< ∞ then for each

t ≥ 0 ; EZ(t) = 1. The process {Z(t)}t≥0 is here a positive martingale.
By relation EZ(t) = 1 , for each T > 0 the random variable Z(T ) is a likelihood
ratio: that is , the formula

Q(F ) = EP (Z(T )IF

defines a new probability measure on (Ω,F). Girsanov’s theorem describes
the distribution of the stochastic process {W (t)}t≥0 under this new probability
measure. Define

W̃ (t) = W (t)−
∫ t

0

θsds

Under the probability measure Q , the stochastic process

{W̃ (t)}0≤t≤T

is a standard Wiener process.
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